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U.S. Lifts Restrictions
On Bombing North Vietnam

Our sympathy to J.H.
Shackelford who lost a brother
and a sister in a matter of two
days last week.

WASHINGTON (APISecretary of Defense Melvin R.
Laird said today that the United States has lifted restrictions which limited U.S. bombing of North Vietnam to the
panhandle area below the 20th
Parallel,
"Air operations are being
conducted throughout North

A.T. Moore brings in a sweet
potato that is shaped exactly
like a bird. Looks like a Dove or
possibly a Duck. He is trying to
figure out some way to preserve
the potato.
The Doves have been constant
visitors at our house. They feed
around the bird feeder and
where the Squirrels are feeding
on The 'corn.
—

Vietnam at the present time," tions on North Vietnam two
Laird told newsmen.
days after Dr. Henry A. KissinThe Defense secretary re- ger, chief U.S. peace negotiator
fused to go into any details of and President Nixon's security
air operations because, he said, adviser, had reported negotiahe wanted to avoid endangering tions toward a cease-fire were
the lives of American air crew- at an impasse.
men.
Kissinger blamed the North
Laird briefly acknowledged Vietnamese for conning up with
the lifting of bombing restric- what he called "friviolous
proposals and changing their
positions on issues he felt had
been resolved.
Before Laird spoke to
newsmen, North Vietnam
claimed U.S. planes had
dropped mines in the Haiphong
harbor and rocketed suburbs of
custom the electors vote for the
North Vietnam's chief-port.
nominees of their own party,
U.S. sources in Saigon
this giving all the state's elecfollowed the North Vietnamese
toral votes to the candidates of

Electoral College Meets
Today To Re-Elect Nixon

A possum or a skunk banging
around on the gutter sometime
during the night. We don't know
what they were doing but they
were sure making a lot of
racket.

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) —'The
Electoral College, which was
elected last Nov. 7 when most
people thought they were voting
for President Nixon, meets
today to re-elect him.
The 438 electors are to meet
in their respective state capitals and the District of Columbia to perform their constitutional duty by formally
casting ballots for president
and vice president.
The outcome is already
known, but the election won't
be official until the electors'
votes are opened by Vice President Spiro T. Agnew in his role
as president of the Senate and
counted before a joint session
of Congress Jan. 6.
Under the Constitution, each
elector may vote for whomever
he wishes for president or vice
president as long as one of his •
choices doesn't come from his
own state. But long-established

broadcast with unofficial word
that the United States hadsresumed some iiiilitary activities north of the 20th
Parallel.
Nixon ordered bombing of
North Vietnam cut back to the
20th Parallel in late October in
an apparent gesture aimed
bringing the peace negotiations
Li a satisfactory conclusion.
His action at the time in effect
spared the most populous area
of North Vietnam, including
Hanoi and Haiphong, while
permitting U.S. warplanes to
continue attacking North
Vietnamese supply movements
throughout the less populated
North Vietnamese panhandle
area above South Vietnam.
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The need for the new, 50-star
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to the television set she was schools in Latin America. It has meeting will be held on con- Theresa Evans.
flags at the University was first
America.
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more
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and
Jan. 10.
than
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watching at home: "Hey, honSuzanne Evans, Richard called to the public's attention
domestic cars and almost 1.6
The January 6, registration is
affiliate institutions.
The spacemen also had to se- ey, don't fall!"
Christmas music to be
Vernon Farrell, Margaret in the Nov. 17 edition of The
million. imports.
for graduate students, special cure their record cargo of
presented
by
the Murray High Brandon Gibson, Deborah Murray State News,the
The astronaut moved slowly,
The actual process of accampus
groups and Saturday and moon rocks, three cannisters of
his spacesuit glowing in the creditation at the junior-senior School Chorus.
Louise Greenfield, George newspaper.
Automobile use and pur- evening class participants with film and other science treasure
bright sunlight He hummed high school level is done by
chases account for 9 percent of
Saturday classes scheduled to gathered during the 13-day mis- and sang and mited, "Hey, this
state secondary school comtotal U.S. personal income.
begin on that date. The sion to the moon.
is great. Talk about being a mittees consisting of volunteer
registration proces for the
In the last major exploit of vaceman, this is it."
educators representing
Federal automotive excise
spring term will continue the mission, Evans made a 441-secondary schools, higher
taxes totalled $6.8 billion in 1970.
on
Page
(Continued
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through Jan. 9.
minute walk in deep space Suneducation, and state departments of education whose main
The excise tax on passenger
interest is school improvement.
cars and light trucks was
repealed in the third quarter of
The Kentucky State Secon1971.
dary School Committee is
chaired by Robert M. GschU.S. passenger car producwind, Highlands High School,
tion in calendar 1971 was the
Fort Thomas. Other members
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
are Fred Schultz, Murray
(secondary education); Dr.
g
Reedus Back, Morehead
University and Morris Cierley,
University of Kentucky (higher
education); Don C. Bale,
Frankfort, (state department),
Partly cloudy, windy, and
and Louis Laukhuf and William
warmer today and tonight.
T. Simpson, Louisville.
Cloudy and mild Tuesday.
Highs today, 47 to 53. Lows
tonight mid 30s. Highs Tuesday
FREE PUPPIES
Seven puppies, six weeks old,
low 50s.
Winds,southwesterly increasblack and white, are free to
persons for pets. For ining to 18 to 23 miles per hour
farniation call 436-5899.
Ind gusty today and tonight, diminishing Tuesday.
Probabilities for measurable
precipitation, near zero per
cent today, near zero tonight,
and again on Tuesday.
WINS TELEVISION—Kitty Steele, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steele. 604 Meadow Lane. 1,
presented
a television by James Lawson. coordinator of the Murray Vocational School. for being the
Partly cloudy Wednesday
top salesperson in the candy sale held by three clubs in the school. The sale was sponsored by the
through Friday with above norDistributive Education Clubs of America. the Future Business Leaders of America. and the
mal - temperatures. Daytime
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America. The nine-inch Philco television, from Murray Home and
Shown wearing an infant Christmas suit of red and white is Pamela Renee Huey, daughter of Mr.,
highs in the upper 40s and
Auto, and a certificate of completion for the Post-Secondary Distrubutive Education training
nighttime lows in the low to and Mrs. John Thomas Bucy, born at 6:28 p.m. on December 13. On Christmas Day, babies in the
were presented to Miss Steele Friday.
program,
Staff Photo by David Hill
Nursery
at
Murray-Calloway
Hospital
will
County
wear
a
similar
Christmas
suit.
mid 30s.

Apollo 17 Astronauts on Course
,For Perfect Splashdown Tuesday Schools

72 From County Apply
For Degrees At MSU

Project To Replace

MSU Flap Announced

Here Are
Accredited

Fall Semester At
MSU Ends Wednesday

The Weather

Shopping
Days
Till
Christmas
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NEW YORK — As the
United States plunges into
preliminary negotiations on a
European security conference, opens round two of the
Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks with the Soviet Union
and wrestles with the intricacies of foreign trade and balance of payments deficits, it is
receiving a variety of signals
from business and political
quarters.
The tone is optimistic, but is
heavily laced with words of
caution.
Two of the most provocative
messages have come from
two of the nation's most prestigious groups — the National
Foreign Trade Council and
the Atlantic Council.
The first is concerned With
the dollars and cents of international trade. The second is
concerned with the broader
economic - political - military
framework in which, hopefully, a modus vivendi with
the USSR can be found.
"The starting point for the
United States must be a realistic recognition that other industrialized and advanced natwns of the non-Communist
world have long since put
trade and offshore investment
at the very center of their policies, as we have not," says
General Electric Co. chairman Fred J. Borch.

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, III our opinion, are not for the best in.
terest of our readers
National Representatives Wallace Witmee CO., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.. Time S. Life Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Blcig ,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per week, $152 per
month, $18 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
17 50 per year , other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 515.00
per year. more than 150 miles from Murray, S18.00 per year. All mail
Subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of ds Newspaper
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Problems
Heart-twister from a sick little five-year-old girl,
being told that "Mommy's going to take you to the
doctor so you'll feel good and happy."
"I feel bad and happy."—Asheville (N.C.) Citizen.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TI.10C8 PILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Edna Garner of Murray
Route Two, age 73, and G. B. Koenen of Greenwich,'
Conn., father of Howard Koenen of Murray.
James L. Johnson, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, announced today
that microfilming of the Nathan B. Stubblefield
documentary evidence had - been completed.
Mildred Hodge, Shirley Wade,Judy Parker, Anna
Huie, Essie Caldwell. Murrelle Walker. Phyllis
• Adams, Carol Hibbard, Martha Knoth and
Katherine Lax had top ten averages in the Magic Tri
Bowling League this week.
., Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Story of Paris, Tenn., formerly
of Calloway County, will be honored with an open
house in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on December 23 at their home.

Not much landing room

In a keynote address to the
Economic Council here,
Horeb said whether the trade
targets are in the Communist

TV Helps Communication According To Boyle
20 Years Ago Today In Mental Health Dept Sidewalk Comments
LEDGER & MI= PlIAC

Calloway County Forester Jesse F. Willoughby
attended a special state meeting of the Division of
Forestry held at Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. T.0. Turner are observing their 60th
wedding anniversary today at their home on North
4th and Walnut Streets.
Airman First Class Charles F. Houston has left for
his new assignment at Elgin Air Force Base, Fla. He
has spent the past year in French Morocco, North
Africa.
Bro. Billy Grey Hurt will be ordained as a minister
at the Hazel Baptist Church on December 19. He has
been called as pastor of Shady Grove Baptist
Church.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thou shalt call his name JESUS: for he shall save
his people from their sins.—Matthew 1:21.
Jesus came to heal, to teach, to be an example;
but primarily He came to die. Other men are born to
live a life; He was born to die so that others might
live!

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Look what we are doing to ourselves in this
democracy, condoning surveillance by electronics
and by helicopter, breaking the spirit of the law
regulating election campaign financing, encouraging the skyrocketing increase of personal
r: indebtedness to the point of no return and disaster
f and all the time singinp."It Ain't Gonna Rain No
More" as though we believed it.
Only the theory of democracy holds
Attraction for the majority."
•
—RE. Delderfield

•

OPINION
MARYSVILLE, CALIF., APPEAL-DEMOCRAT:
-"Speaking of spending abroad, Congress made 1971
a record year for foreign travel. Members of both
houses and staff spent $1,114,386 in public funds on
trips abroad, according to a Congressional Quarterly study of congressional travel, up from $825.118
the previous year. More than half the membership of
Congress-221 representatives and 53 senators—at
sometime during the year was abroad on official
business. Neither budget deficits, business at home
nor an approaching election year, it appears, can
stay a dedicated legislator from his self-appointed
foreign rounds."

III

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
weekly television show called
"Update with the Commissioner" is providing a
method for continuing dialogue
between the top man and every
employe in the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health.
Mental Health Commissioner
Dr. Dale H. Farabee -talks"
with the department's 3,200
employees at seven hospitals
specialized
and
three
residential centers.
Utilizing the Kentucky
Eeucationl Television Network
Update is broadcast seven
times each Tuesday, giving
employes on every shift an
opportunity to hear firsthand
from the commissioner.
The system also is used to
present special
training
sessions in fields such as alcohol
and drug abuse. Several
"special" programs are
planned in specific clinical
areas.
Department officials feel the
15-minute programs have been
an effective means of conveying
information and changing
outmoded attitudes toward
patients and treatment.
Prior to the use of television
as a communication link, an
attempt by the Department to
initiate a mandatory training
course and written examination
for promotions almost resulted
in a strike by nursing and
psychiatric aides.
However, Update has enabled
Dr. Farabee to personally
explain the importance of the
required training program, the
treatment benefits that could be
gained by the patients, and the
educational and monetary
profits that could be acquired
by employes.
Additional topics for the
program, now in its second
season, vary from new mental
health legislation to building a
therapeutic community in the
hospital units and federal
decisions affecting Kentucky's
Mental Health programs. Since
Update is videotaped a few days
prior to broadcast, comments
are timely and provide employes with the most recent
developments in the department, state and nation.
Ti, insure a two-way flow of
communication, employees
discuss the commissioner's
remarks after each program.
Because their comments are
then forwarded to the commissioner,
, the post-program
discussions have reduced the
gap between the "planners"
and the "doers." Often
questions asked by employes
are answered in subsequent
broadcasts.
During the past year, Mental
Health also has utilized KET to
present training programs. for
its staff. As part of an orientation for new personnel, the
department offers a 30-minute

overview . of state and community mental health programs
in Kentucky.

Produced at the Kentucky
Educational Television Studios,
"Patterns for Progress" traces
the history of mental illness
from the days when it was
regarded as the -devil's work"
to current treatment programs
for Kentucky's mentally ill and
inentally retarded.
-Patterns" is broadcast to
the hospitals twice each month
on those days when all new
employees begin their orientation.
The department also has
produced a television training
''KDMH
entitled
series
Alcohol
and
Seminar:
Alcoholism," which deals with
the many facets of problem
drinking and alcoholism. Attendance at the six-hour
seminar, composed of four 60minute programs on TV and
two- 60-minute discussion
groups, was compulsory for all
employees
department
during its first airing last June
and July.
Since the KET network extends to the state's community
colleges, Mental Health pers(innel from Kentucky's 22
comprehensive care centers
also had the opportunity to
participate in the alcohol
seminar.
Future programming by the
deaprtment will include an
alcohol film series for patients
at 30-ininute specials for
specific employee audiences.
Because one-third of all admissions to state psychiatric
hospitals have alcohol related
problems, the series will
provide a variety of alcoholoriented films intended, to
stimulate group discussions and
supplement current alcoholic
treatment programs.
Update, Patterns, and other
Mental Health productions may
never threaten Johnny Carson
and the 'Tonight" gang, but
they have enhanced cotemunication
between
the
department and its employees.

Mounting labor costs in Europe and Japan should increase
the demand for completely integrated in-plant systems that
handle all packaging operations
with a minimum of labor. atcording to the Bureau of International Commerce

THEY SEEK JOBS
MONTREAL iAP) -- A
group of nine young people here
used a 821.000 federal Local Initiatives Program grant to help
canvass industries for jobs that
would help reintegrate people
with emotional problems into
society.

ft

By A Pavement Plato
By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK (AP) — Sidewalk comments by a Pavement
Plato:
Which has a better life under
civilization, a man or a dog or
a cat?
While there are certain advantages as well as disadvantages in any one of these,
an the %hole the life of a man
seems to be the worst, the .life
of a cat the best.
The life of a man is the worst
because it is the most unnatural. His normal instincts
are more repressed, his personal freedoms are more confined
or denied.
•
Almost everything a man
who lives in a city does is
against his nature. He has to
breathe foul air and try to
sleep in noisy place. He has to
work for 40 hours, more or less,
in •ffice or factory at tasks
that often don't interest him
greatly and yield him few satisfactions of bcaly, mind or spirit.
Most of his pleasures are
fruitless and give him little real
joy. They tear him down rather
than build him up. He eats too
inuch, drinks too much, thinks
too little and spends too many
dull hours in hypnotized inertia
watching television programs
that would bore a mindless
mole.
During the average day tie
doesn't perfonii en((ugh physical activity to keep Toni
Thuinb properly exercised.
His attitude toward sex is
pretty much like his attitude
(award the weather. He spends
fat- more time talking about it
than doing anything about it.
But the biggest sources of
dismay to man under civilization is his thralldom to
Alinest everything he
does or doesn't de is determined by whether he has
enaugh or too little money. Everything in his life has a price
tag, awl lie sweats Ins life
awa) pawing through theni for
the thaws he can afferd.
11 week, lies the superiority of
iiw life ef a eat or a deg over
the life of a maw Neither cats
(Lao; have to carry pocketbooks or cash checks. Man
(Jaws that For them, •
A deg also has it ever a( man
in that he doesn't have to wear
wark for a living,
el.
drive an auealll(bile thrieigh
traffic, or try to please the
%chilli-whams Of a vexing wife.
lie also di wsn't have to bear up
wider the strain of raising
snooty teen-age children.
While moat dogs aren't (overly
fowl of the canned foods they
get, nutritionists say their
ottani is liftvn mire rawrishing
than the things people put iii
their stomachs.

But on the whole, the life of a
cat is superior to that of either
nian or dog. Unlike a man or a
dog, it doesn't have to perform
tricks or sit up and beg hr its
vittles. It doesn't even feel it
necessary to please its master,
or wag its tail in loyal gratitude, because a cat recognizes
no power superior to its self.
A cat is prisoner to no grace
or majesty other than its own.
It fawns ,r1 neither friend nor
foe. It performs no menial
tasks, is slave to no vices, and
is free to daydream for 24
hours a day if it chooses.
A cat makes its own manners
and can lick its furry sides in
public.
Man restlessly prowls, the
dog growls — but the cat howls
in glee. The cat has it made. It
leads neither a dig's life nor a
mm mail's.

EDITOR7
LETTERS
"
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Dear Editor:
As Christmas and New Year's
approaches and we all begin to
talk of "peace on earth, good
will towards men," let us
remember
the
orphaned
children of Viet Nam. They die
because of a lack of food and
care. Our G.I.'s try to help by
visiting the orphanages with
food and medicine, but it's not
enough. They, too, will leave
Viet Nam soon and the children
will have little help.
The Committee of 1000 is
trying to set up a reception
center in Viet Nam where these
children can be brought and
treated no matter what their
affliction. Please help them. If
you can, send a dollar of your
Christmas shopping money for
every youngster you have. It
will go towards that center. Or
if you or your group wish to send
a package to an orphanage
directly,
contact:
State
Representatives, The Committee of 1000. 221 Wood Street,
Maysville, Kentucky 41056.
They will supply you with the
addresses of the Vietnamese
orphanages where children
need help.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Lipinski
Maysville, Ky.

or the free world, the U.S.
government must accept
that business and its employes are practically the sole
source of national income and
tax revenue that the nation
needs to provide employment
and a better standard of
living
Japan and Western European nations, he said, have recognized this a long time ago.
One of every eight American jobs depends on exports,
he said, but unless government negotiates fait trading
rules with other nations and
protects the international
competitiveness of U.S. products, "U.S. industry will be
forced to bow out of such international competition."
Borch's warning came on
the heels of a disappointing
Geneva conference of the 80nation General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade. The inability of the "have" and "havenot" nations to agree on
weighted reciprocal tariff
rules left delegates pessimistic about a full ministerial
conference that is scheduled
next September.
While headlines have gone
to the exciting prospects of
trade with the Soviet Union,
export-import experts here
and in Washington have
warned that tariff reforms
with Western and "third
world" countries are much
more important in the shortterm trade picture.
A spokesman for one large
American firm that is attempting to negotiate a potential billion-dollar deal with the
USSR says, "Even if agreements are reached in record
time, it will take three or four
years before there is a positive impact on national statistics."
The Atlantic Council view of
East-West trade is tinged with
political considerations. The
Soviets, it notes, demand free
trade with the European
Common Market and the
United States, "taking advantage of a philosophy which
they neither profess nor exercise."
The council sees Moscow in
a dilemma, encouraging
trade with the West on one
hand to improve its Eastern
European economy, yet striving at the same time to create
an independent economic
"Socialist" commonwealth
with its satellite states.
Despite political reservations, however, the Atlantic
Council indorsed increased
East-West commerce and
suggests projects that might
combine surplus Communist
bloc labor with Western technology and capital; in other
words, the financing of factories in Communist nations
that would sell at least part of
their production in the West.
For the Atlantic Council,
however, trade is only one
aspect of a bigger East-West
tapestry.
It encourages the SALT
talks at Geneva and the Helsinki conference, but insists
that Western negotiators remain aware that Moscow
wields authority over the entire Eastern European bloc.
It calls for the Communist
nations to accept freedom of
movement for its people as
well as for its products.
Travel, thus far,a notes has
been all West to East with
Western tourists bringing in
hard currency which Eastern
countries need to import technology and capital goods from
the West.
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Most people who enjoy driving briskly ( not to be confused
with driving illegally t know
some cars are built for them
and some aren't.
The ones that aren't are legion; the few that are are
usually smallish, responsive,
comfortable, intelligently designed and while not normally
possessed of brute power,
usually have enough engine to
get the job done.
Unfortunately, these kinds
of cars usually have two very
distinct drawbacks. Many of
them are wildly impractical
(you're going to take the wife,
four kinds, Saint Bernard,
luggage and camping gear to
the Grand Canyon for two
weeks in a Datsun 240-Z?) or
cost up into the megabucks,
either to purchase, to maintain, or all too frequently,
both.
Not to mention the fact that
when you break your expensive toy out somewhere like
Muleshoe, N.D., the guy at
the service station you finally
manage to limp into is going
to say, "Oh yeah, I heard
about these funny little foreign cars when they started
bringing them in a few years
ago but I've never reallY seen
one before."
Well, all that's changed
now. The Opel Manta is here
in strength. It's reasonably
roomy, it's not horribly expensive to buy or maintain
and it can be serviced by any
Buick dealer.
But best of all, it's a really
neat little car that is so resixinsive and balanced that it
has been the scourge of the
Sports Car Club of America's
Showroom Stock Sedan roadracing series this last year.
The sheetmetal looks decidedly Americanish, even
though the car is constructed
in Germany: the fact that
Opel is owned by General
Motors might at least partially explain that coincidence.
If you look close, you'll see
the Manta's strong family resemblance to the Opel GT. In
fact, it shares the same'engine and no doubt has a few
designers in common.
Seen on paper the car's layout is most ordinary. Front
engine, rear drive, disc-drurn
brakes, live rear axle — all
Just like its bigger cousins
down at the neighborhood
Buick store, from which the
Opel is purchased.
The difference is the way
the parts are put together.
The engine, a 1900cc unit that
has powered Opels for the last
few years, revs freely and
cleanly and except for some
emission control-caused sickness at the bottom end of the
r.p.m. range, is more than
adequate.
The steering is rack and
pinion and is very light and direct. The brakes are also light
and do the job for which
they're meant with a minimum of fuss.
Seating is comfortable in
the traditional European
fashion and there is actually
room for kids in the back seat
and luggage in the trunk.
Price? Between $2,500 and
$3,000, depending on the ham
and options you choose
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Soak pans in hot water it
greasy foods or sugar mixtures
have been cooked in them, use
cold water for flour and egg
mixtures Allow hot baking
pans to cool before putting cold
water in them so they will not
warp.
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Gamma Chapter
Has Meeting
In Murray

YS

el

CLINTON. Ky.,
—The
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma Society met Dec. 9 at
the Holiday Inn in Murray. Dr.
Doris K. Mouser, president, presided at the luncheon meeting.
Hostesses were Mrs. Ann
Thompson, Miss Ruby Simpson,
Miss Pauline Waggener and Dr.
Alta Presson.
Following the luncheon, Mrs.
Ruby Suffill and daughter, Jane,
lid a skit concerning conflict of
values between generations.
Mrs. Golda Waters, program
chairman, introduced Jack
Johnson, assistant professor of
social work at Murray State
University, who gave a talk
based on "Tangibles and Intangibles that Fuse a Culture."
Mrs. Lucinda Darnall led the
g r ou p in singing Christmas
carols.
Other members present were:
Dr. Helene Visher, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Dr. Alberta Chapman;
Mesdames Mary S. McKendree,
Georgia Adams, Mary Smith,
Laura Jennings, Nina Tuggle,
AleineThieldock, Joe Nell Rayburn, Dulcie Douglass, Lula
Hodges, Barbara Amberg, Edna
W. Radford, Imogene Heath,
Imogene Monroe, Evelyn Albritton, Myrtelle Futrell, Evelyn
Kesterson, Lorene McCage, Sue
Morris, Mildred Davis, Wilna
Wilson, Katherine Moore, Desiree Hosick, Ruth Caldwell, Ruth
Tucker, Verda Happy, Irene
Johnson, Joyce Fortin, Frances
Matarazzo, Mavis McCamish,
Katie M. Doran, Eva Ross, Merrie V. McIntosh, Thelma Thomas, Pauline McCoy, Louise
Overby, Charlene Curd and
Laurent Forest.
Misses Katherine Williamson,
Elizabeth Wyatt, Katy Shaw,
Roberta Whttnah, Clara Eagle.
Ruth Cole, Ruth Lassiter, Mary
Lassiter, Rcrzella Henry, Hazel
Terry, Ruble Smith, Sue Fairless, Joe Ann Roland, Lovey
Reborn, Lorene Swann. Patti
Bolin, Vonda Gibson, and guest,
Mrs. Jack Johnson.
The next meeting will be Feb.
24, at the Holiday Inn in Mayfield.
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Married For Fifty Years

k_W=4 .1
Tuesday, December 19
Monday, December 18
The Murray High Chorus will
The Dorothey Group of the
present a program of Christmas First Baptist Church will have a
music in the new Murray High luncheon at the home of Mrs.
School music suite at 7:30 p.m. James C,arlin.

(Love Studio Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess
-Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess of Murray Route Three will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday.
December 24, with a reception at the Murray Woman's Club house
from two to four o'clock in the afternoon.
The children and grandchildren will be the hostesses for the
occasion. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
The couple was married December 24, 1922, by Bro. Stewart at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Underwood. Their attendants
were Clovis Byerly, Flossie Dunn Byerly, Raymond Coleman,
Eathel Byerly Coleman, Albert Hamilton, and Ira Dunn Wrye.
Two of their attendants, Ira Dunn Wrye and Raymond Coleman,
are now deceased.
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Their grandchildren are Gary Donelson of Phoenix, Arizona,
Mickey Boggess of Murray, Mrs. Robert (Vicki) burden of
Murray Route Three, Mrs. David I Pam) Durham of Murray,
Mrs. Kenneth( Pat i Cossey of Murray Route Three, Donna, Joey,
Eddie. and Alicia Boggess, all of Dexter Route One. One grandson, Ronnie Dale Boggess. died in June of 1971.
Five great grandchildren are Michael, Mark, and Mitzi
Boggess, all of Murray, Jeff Durham of Murray, and Ken Cossey
eW Murray Route Three.

GAZETTE TERRACE

Thanks: —To the Zeta Dept. of the Murray Woman's
Club for the delightful "tree trimming party."

—To the young people of the First Baptist Church for the
delicious fruit packages for all the residents.
—To the Jr. Sunday School Class of the New Concord
Church of Christ for the inspiring devotional.
—To Lyndia Cochran and her dancing students. All
residents and employees enjoyed your program very
much.
Chapel Youth Choir for their inspiring
—To the Martin
_
('hristmas program.
—To the Homemakers Club for the fruit and Christmas
(

* *

—To Troop No. 195 and their leader Mrs. Barbara
Brandon for the fruit, personal visits with the residents
and the lovely Christmas decoration for our piano

VRIDER
Wes

—To the New Providence Church of Christ for all the
beautifully wrapped Christmas gifts under our tree.

vain!
* *

Sympathy: Christian Sympathy is extended to one of our
staff members, Mrs. Gene Miller and her husband in the
loss of his uncle, Mr. Lubie Thurmond.

,EMANIA!

Lost & Found: Mrs. Recie Futrell's false teeth. Found in
her apron pocket. Santa you can cancel that order for two
front teeth for Mrs. Futrell.

atie Pea

The Murray Unit of the
Haridressers will meet at Ezell
Beauty School at six p.m. to go
to the Ezell cabin for a
Christmas party and potluck
dinner. Each one is to bring a
three dollar gift for exchange.
Call 753-5587, 753-7132, or 7538268 if planning to attend.

FBIRTHSj

Welcome: We wish to welcome Mrs. Mattie Huffman
from Paris. Tennessee and Mr. Herschel Key and Mrs.
Maude Bucy both from Murray, Ky. into our home.

as!
goers!
ice.

The Dexter-Hardin, Olive,
The Senior High Group of the
and Palestine United Methodist
First Baptist Church will have a
Church will have a special
Christmas party at the home of
program with Red Bonds of .Mr.
and Mrs. Bethel RichardDyersburg, Tenn., as guest
son at seven p.m.
speaker at seven p.rn, at the
Palestine Church.
The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Monday, December 18
Church will meet at the Youth
Prayer Breakfast, Key '73, Center at 7:30 p.m.
will be held at the Holiday Inn at
8:30 a.in. Rev. Robert
The Senior Citizens of Murray
Brockhoff will be in charge.
and Calloway County will have
a Christmas potluck luncheon
Judging for the Outdoor
and party at the Community
Christmas lighting program,
Center on Ellis Drive at ten
sponsored by the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will be held each
The joint Murray-Calloway
night from six to nine p.m.
through December 21. To enter County Park and Recreation
call before today, Mrs. J.B. committee will have an open
Wilson, Mrs. Wayne Williams, hearing at the CalllowaY County
Miss Betty J. Bowden, Mrs. Court Room at seven p.m.
Clifton Key, or Mrs. Edgar
Thursday, December 21
Morris.
Members of the Murray

Mr. Boggess, a retired farmer, is the son of the late Howell
Boggess and Priacilla Martin Boggess. Mrs. Boggess, the former
Clemmie Dunn, is the daughter of the late Ben Dunn and Alpha
Tuesday, December 19
McCuiston Dunn. They attend the Elm Grove Baptist Church
The Sunshine Homemakers
where Mr. Boggess is a deacon.
Club will meet at the home of
They have three children who are Trellis Elmo Boggess of Mrs. Jean McClure at one p.m.
Murray Route Three, Hampton Boggess, Jr., of Dexter Route
One,and Mrs. Hubert( Ruby I Donelson of Chicago, Ill.

Once upon a midnight clear there was a child's cry, a
blazing star hung over a stable, and wise men came with
gifts.
We haven't forgotten that night down the centuries. We
celebrate it with stars hung on the Christmas tree and the
cry of bells and gifts. Especially with gifts.
We buy gifts, wrap them and put them under the tree.
Cousin Martha always wanted a music box, Uncle Harry
can use a new pipe. Finally we think of everybody, adult
and child. All the stockings are filled. All, that is, except
one. We have even forgotten to hang it up. A Stocking for
that Child born in the manger. It's His birthday we're
celebrating. Don't let us forget that. Let us ask ourselves
what He would wish for most, then let each put in his
share: LOVING KINDNF-SS. WARM HEARTS and THE
STRETCHED-OUT HAND OF TOLERANCE. All the
shining gifts which make up PEACE ON EARTH.
NEWS
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Morning Coffee Is
Given In Honor Of
tiss,Denise Grogan

SPEIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Speight of
Owensboro announce the birth
of a baby boy, Jerern Brooks,
weighing seven pounds irt.,
ounces, born on Thursday
December 14, at 6:17 p.m. at the
Owensboro-Daviess County
Hospital, Owensboro.
They have another son, Jodie,
who will be four on December
18. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Speight and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Jones, all of
Murray.

BUCY GIRL
Pamela Renee is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. John
Thomas Bucy of Murray Route
Five for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds 71
/
2
ounces, born on Wednesday,
The gracious hostesses for the December 13, at6:23 p.m. at the
occasion were Mrs. Robert Murray-Calloway County
Johnson, Mrs. Cletus Colson, Hospital.
Mrs. John Sammons, Mrs.
The new father is employed
Tommy Ernstberger, Mrs. Dan by the Murray Division of
the
Hart, Mrs. Chester Thomas, Tappan Company.
and Mrs. Ken Adams.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Guests were served from the Mrs. Otis Bucy of New Concord
lovely table overlaid with a and Mrs. Hattie Calhoun of
white cutwork cloth and cen- Mayfield. Great grandparents
tered with a floral arrangement are Mr. and Mrs. Owen Gross of
of bronze niums in a silver bowl. Mayfield and Mrs. Nora Bucy of
New Concord.
A wedding gift of an electric
fry pan in harvest gold was
presented to the honoree by the
hostesses.
A morning coffee honoring
Miss Denise Grogan, bride-elect
of Dale Willis, was given at the
home of Mrs. Robert V. Johnson
recently at ten-thirty o'clock.

all iota

Fle4496
Barbara Jewell
THE YELLOW
ADDER'S-TONGUE

Eldridge Home Is
Scene Of Shower
For Lana C. Woods

Miss Lana Carol Woods,
bride-elect of James F.
Williams III, was delightfully
complimented with a personal
shower given Saturday afternoon, December 9, at the
lovely home of Mrs. Charles
Eldridge.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Deborah
Eldridge, Miss Jo Anne
Roberts, and Mrs. Artie

One of the loveliest members
of the Lily family is the Ye)low Adder's-Tongue. . which
grows wild in the United States
and Canada. The flowers of the
Yellow Adder's-Tongue are
For the event Miss Woods
Lily-like in appearance These
flowers are golden-colored, chose to wear a burgundy
with some light purple-tinting velveteen pantsuit. worn over a
on the outside.
ruffled white crepe blouse. She
There are several other was presented a Christmas
names for the Yellow Airder's- corsage of white carnations, gift
Tongue. Additional names by of
the hostesses.
which the flower is known inThe lion( wee I 9(11(.11 her iiiany
clude Yellow Trout Lily and
Dog Tooth's Violet. The Yellow I. vely persidail gifts for the
Adder's-Tongue grows best in guests to view.
shaded areas, and blooms in the
The Christmas decor was
late Spring.
used throug Inait the home.
some
medicine
in
The best
instances is a lovely floral gift., Refreshments were served
If you want to say a special; from a beautifully appointed
"get well" to someone .
table overlaid with a rtal and
it with flowers from our won- white
cloth and centered with:a
derful assortment!
Christmas arrangemen
Cookies and cakes were served.
White napkins with the words,
"Lana and Tripp," inscribed in
808 ('hestnut, Murray
gold, were used.
Sixteen persons were present
753-6100
or sent gifts.. •

Kiwarus Club and their wives
will attend a buffet dinner at
the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Harold Eversineyer.

Saturday, December 23
Murray-Calloway Country
Club dance for youngsters ninth
through 12th grades. Music by
the "Crossroads." Admission
$1.50 per couple. For members
and their guests. Formal dress.

Saturday, December 23
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I.
Horton will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary at the
Murray Woman's Club House
from two to five p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Phelps of
Murray Route Three will be
honored with an open house for
their 50th wedding anniversary
at the Masonic Hall at Aurora
from two to four p.m.

Love Studio photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins
The children of Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins will honor them
with a reception on their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
December 24, at the Triangle Inn dining room. All of their friends
and relatives are invited to call between the hours of two and four
p.m. No formal invitations are being sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins were married December 24, 1922, by Rev.
Oran Hargrove at Vaneleave. Another couple married in the
same ceremony were the late Rev. Galon Hargrove and the late
Mrs. Mabel Beane Hargrove. Their attendants were Mrs. Neva
Blakely Miller and the late Norval Short and 1116. Norene Short
Tucker and Hubert Guerin.
Mrs. Hopkins is the daughter of the late Humphrys Miller and
the late Mrs. Bessie Miller Taylor. Mr. Hopkins, a retired farmer,
is the son of the late Jack Hopkins and the late Mrs. Elizabeth
Graham Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins are the parents of three sons who are
James Dale and Paul Hopkins, both of Murray Route Two, and
Miller Hopkins of Indianapolis, Ind., and two daughters, Mrs.
Lonnie E. Virgna)(
Stalls of Tecumseh, Mich., and Mrs. James
( Anna) Robinson of Indianapolis, Ind.
The couple has thirteen grandchildren and four great grandchildren

Marinate Hank
Steak for Gourmet
Camp Meal
Camping has gone gourmet!
Foods associated with special
occasion meals often replace
the more simple fare traditionally associated with camp
cookery. Improved equipment
for transporting and storing
perishables and for cooking
outdoors has made it possible
to produce gourmet meals
under the sky.
That popular restaurant
specialty, London Broil, provides a tasty example of camp
cuisine that's in vogue. It's
easy to broil the marinated
flank steak (or steaks) on the
grill when appetites and coals
are ready. In little more than
10 minutes, the meat is ready
to carve diagonally across the
grain into thin, juicy slices.
Be sure the marinating
steak is kept chilled, advises
Reba Staggs, home economist
of the National Live Stock
and Meat Board. A sharp
knife and a carving board
should be included in camp
supplies.
London Beef Broil
1 beef flank steak (1 1-4 to
1% pounds)
/
1
2 cup salad oil
2 tablespoons vinegar
14- cup soy 10141Ce
2 tablespoons
Worcestershire sauce
1 bay leaf
/
1
2 teaspoon pepper
v:
y teaspoontmpooen ground cloves
thyme
Dash cayenne pepper

Combine oil, vinegar, soy
sauce, Worcestershire sauce.
bay leaf, pepper, ground
cloves, thyme and cayenne
pepper for marinade. Place
steak in plastic bag or fiat
utility dish and pour marinade over it. Securely close
bag or cover pan with foil and
refrigerate over night, turning ocasionally. Remove steak
from marinade and place on
teaspoons of lemon juice. It's
grill over ash-covered coals
easy to make-in a blender.— 3 to 4 inches
from heat. Broil
Mrs. Patricia Curtsinger, 5 minutes, turn, brush
with
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 marinade and broil 5 minutes
—Phone: 527-6601.
longer or to desired doneness
(rare or medium). To carve,
Individual cloths for your slice diagonally at angle
snack trays help create a party across grain in thin strips. 4
air. You can easily make these to 6 servings.
by cutting your fabric large
enough for a three-inch drop on
all four sides. Fold edge onehalf inch to the right side and
finish by sewing fringe over raw
Serve holiday visitors this
flavorful yuletide salute. Just
edges. Allow for fullness at
before serving time, combine
corners when you purchase
four cups dairy eggnog, two
fringe. Glue matching ringe to
bottles (10 oz.) chilled gingercurtain rings for coordinating
ale, and one can (6 oz.) frozen
napkin rings. —Mrs. Mildred W.
concentrated orange juice.
Break away from the party
Potts, LaCenter, Ky. 42056
occasionally to stir the punch.
Phone: 665-5671.

Coffee Cup Chatter
by University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
A new electric grooming
device promises to untangle
hair gently via rows of vibrating
teeth that separate each lock of
hair without pulling and
tugging. While the appliance
will relieve a lot of 'ouches,"
its real contribution to hair care
is helping to prevent split or
frizzy ends . and to minimize
broken hair strands, Convenrional
combing
and
brushing through tangled hair is
a major case of hair damage. —
Dean Roper, Courthours,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066—Phone:
247-2334.

Sunday, December 24
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess of
Murray Route Three will be
honored at a reception in
A spending plan helps you
celebration of their 50th wed- claitrol how your money is
spent
ding anniversary at the Murray and know where your money
Woman's Club House from two goes. Decide now how much
you
to four pin.
will need to spend for each
individual on your Christmas
list.—Barletta Wrather, 209
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071—
will be honored by thier Phone: 753-1452.
children with a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedMock sour cream may be
ding anniversary at the dining made from creamed cottage
room of the Triangle Inn from cheese, buttermilk ( equal
two to four p.m.
amounts) and a couple

Yule salute

Every year bones are broken
and injuries sustained in falls
onicy spots on steps and walks.
When snow and ice hit your
area, keep the walks and steps
swept clean from the onset of
the downfall. Sprinkle them
with a commercial chemical or
plain table or rock salt. An
ounce of prevention pays!—
Maxine
Griffin, Federal
Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031—
Phone: 653-2231.

Christmas cup
Coffee eggnog is a delicious
accompaniment for holiday
cookies and cakes. In a mixing bowl beat together four
cups eggnog, two tablespoons
instant coffee, and one teaspoon vanilla. Chill. Fold all
but four tablespoons of one
cup whipped cream into the
coffee mixture. Pour eggnog
into cups. Top with remaining
whipped cream and sprinkle
with nutmeg.

SHOE SALE
Ladies Fall and Winter Shoes
STARTS TODAY!!
Name Brands First Quality

1/2

Already
Discounted
Price

Jim's Shoe Outlet
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

PApit ghopas

ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS

4
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Steele,
History

Taylor Leads Racers To Win Over Tough Jackson
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
tie Two consecutive baskets by
t`el.es Tay ler gave the Murray
shState Racers the initiative to
,tdoverconie a surprisingly tough
Jackson State five Saturday
!I night 83-76. Slightly over 6,000
in the Fieldhouse
e 7 fans
.111

welcomed the Racers back in
their first home game since the
road trip to Kansas and Oral
Roberts.
Jackson State came into the
contest with an impressive 7-1
record and the Tigers could
have very well left Murray with
an 8-1 mark had it not been for

the outstanding perterniance of
Taylor.
Taylor, who was recently
voted to the Illinois High School
Basketball Hall of Fame, had
his 'nest potent offensive game
id the season as he played at
both the guard and forward
positions.

4'2

etig

Les Taylor drives past two defenders from Jackson State to get two of his 29 points. Taylor was the
high point man in the game as the Racers'squeaked by the visitors from Jackson. Mississippi 83- 76.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Howard Walker, a 6-6 junior
forward who scored 16 points in
the final half, tied the score by
letting from under at the 5:35
lark to deadlock the two teams
at 66 apiece. A 10-footer by Mike Coleman
and a free throw by Marcelous
Starks broke the deedlock and
gave Murray a 69-66 edge.
Coleman and Walker traded
buckets before Taylor hit two
consecutive shots to lift Murray
to a seven point lead.
Walker pulled the Jackson,
Mississippi, based school to
within four points with v)
seconds left, 80-76. But a bucket
by Darnell Adell and a free
throw by T.C. Jamison stymied
the Tiger challenger and the
Racers grabbed the hard fought
seven point victory.
Only once in the game did
Jackson State manage to lead
and that was when. 6-3
sophomore guard Glendale,
Jones hit the first basket of the
gai
It looked like the Racers were
going to make a runaway of the
gime!as Murray spurted to a 229 cushien iitidwav thniugh the
.ipening perk d.
Twice in the half the Tigers
fought back and cut the margin
down to six points. Taylor hit
the filial two buckets of the half
and the Racer lead was 38-28 at
intermission.
In the final half, Murray'
continued Ii i hold the lead in the
first few Giinutes and with 16:38
remaining in the game, a
bucket by Taylor lifted the
Racers to a 44-36 advantage.
Six consecutive Jackson State
points cut the margin to two
points before Steve Barrett
lifted the lead to four by hitting
on a 15 footer. But two back to
back buckets by the Tigers tied
the game at 46-46 with 14:43 left
on the clock.
Three times the score was
tied before Coleman's bucket
put the Racers on top to stay.
One of the reasons why
Jackson State managed to stay
with the Racers was because of
their rebounding. Although
outrebounded by Murray 39-31.
the Tigers were able to come up
with key offensive rebounds at
the right time.
,

The Racers, playing ag,auist
the sticky zone defense, of the
Tigers, were forced into 25
turnovers while Jackson State
gave the ball up 19 times.
Murray hit On 35-61 from the
fl,
or for a hot .574 while
Jackson State was 35-70 for a
.500 pace.
Taylor was 12-17 from the
1k.. and 5-7 from the line in
pacing the Racers with a-ganie
high 29 points. Mike Coleman
added 16 while Marcelous
Starks contributed 15. Coleman
was the leading rebeunder with
13 while Starks and Taylor had
eight and seven respectively.
Gene Short, a 6-7 freshman
rward who scored 20 points in
the final half, paced Jackson
Stale with 24. Walker added 20.
lines and Berry, two lightning
quick guards, each had 10
points.
In the junior varsity game,
Ci each Kayo Willis' five suffered
a ,scoring drought over the last
eight minutes and &clew(' a
106-79 tilt te the Metro-East All
Stars.
Murray trailed by only seven

at the half and was down 78-70
late in the game before the
Racers went cold.
David Perkins paced Murray
with 2 while Pete Roney, a
Priduct of Calloway County
High School,fired in 16 points in
his top performance iif the
season. Donnie Wood added 14
while Jeff Hughes, usually a
Prebhc scorer, was held to wily
12 points.
Murray will be out of action
until December 29 when the
Racers take on Fairfield at the
Queen City Tournaiiient in
Buffalo, New York.
MURRAY STATE
JACKSON STATE

II
78

45-47
41—)a
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1
0-0
1
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7
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.''
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1-3
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8
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0
0-0
36
Phil Melillo
I
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1
1 1
22
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3
0-1
Li
Mark House
1
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4
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Glendale J04.611 .
8
15-23 2-3
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49
2-2
6
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2
0-0
0-3
WO, Wall
1
22
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3-8
2
0-0
1-1
.1- 1. Bean
5
10-14 0-2
Howard Walker
3
0-0
1-I
Thomas Norwood
3
Team Re bou oda
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2
29
3
16
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4
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4
2
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24
10
0
8
2
20
2
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A very valuable man for Murray State this season is 6-6
sophomore forward Mike Coleman who hits two points from the
short range. Coleman. who grabbed 13 rebounds, has taken over
the lead in the rebounding department.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's Ni ht Off!

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Marcelous Starks, who is hitting at a .707 clip from the floor this
season picks up two points on this shot. Starks scored 15 points
and grabbed eight rebounds in Saturday's win.
iStaffPhotoby MikeBrandoni

Phone 753-8304

Tiger Frosh Even
Record At Marshall
Watches
Watches
Adult
Watches

Why Pay Retail?

Childrens
Watches

SAV-RITE
offers Discount Prices on All

WATCHES

Novelty
Watches

Plus
Free Gift Wrapping!
Gold
,(4 Watches
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Although trailing at halftime.
Murray used a strong third
quarter rally and took a six
point lead into the final frame.
Bob Wilder led the Tiger
scoring with 27 points while
David Frank added 11. Other
Murray scoring found Hibbard
with four, Suiter three, Tabers
two, Williams two arid Boone
wee
Last week in their opener,
Murray dropped a hard fought
By The Associated Press
53-51 tilt ti South Marshall.
SKIING .
Mui ray led by eight at the
VAL GARDENA, Italy—Roland Colhenbin of Switzerland halftime and carried a -42-3
lead into the final peried before
skimmed down the Val Garthe Rebels rallied for the viedena course at a world record 2
tics .
5.67
seconds, topping
minutes
Hibbard led the scoring in the
the old record by a second
South Marshall game with .14
while winning the downhill that
while Sumter and Frank tallied
put him in first place in the
13 and 10 respectively. Tabers
World Cup standings.
added Six while Boone and
MADONNA DE CAMPGII-10,
Wilder had four.
ltaly —Piero Gres of Italy took
Members of this year's
the men's giant sheen' with a
Tigers, who are coached by
combined 100.41 seconds for the
John Hina, are Keith Tabers,
Ivo, runs of his second World
Tony Boone, Todd Harrison,
Cup win in as inany starts.
David Frank, Tony Thurman,
TENNIS .
Ken
Grogan, BA Wilder, Ken
ADELAIDE, Australia—Alex
MetreVeli el Russia took his Adams, Lindy Sumter, Donnie
third straight South Australian Williams, Robbie Hibbard and
Billy McDeugal.
single's title with a 7-5, 5-7, 6-7,
The ren wining fr,,sh schedule
7-6, 6-2 win over Australia's Ci,is as fellows:
hit
Mayfield There
. . Jan. 4
GOLF
Benton There
AUCKLAND, New Zealand— Jan. 8
Mayfield item
Jack Newton of Australia shot Jan. 11
S. Marshall There
a course record 64, seven-un- Jan. 18
Calloway Co. Hen
der-par, and finished the $21.000 Jan. 25
Calloway Co, There
City of Auckland Classic with a Feb. 1
N. Marshall here'
72-1 rile 277—ene stroke belterj Feb. 8
Feb.15
Reidland Here
than Bob Tuohy.
BULAWAYO,
Rhodesia—
South Africa's Bobby Cole used
On the three-two pitch in the
a four-round 268, 20-under-par, recent seven-game World
I'' top ci,untryman Co We legr- Senes, Oakland batters made
ange by four strokes in the 814,- three hits drew six walks.
000
Rhodesian
Masters Fanned five times and grounded
taut three times
Tournament.
The Murray High Tiger
Freshmen evened their record
at 1-1 Thursday evening by
defeating host North Marshall
50-11.

=.==.= E:E
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SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P. M.
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves it!)
and bring the whole family to Burger Chef.

Sports
In Brief

By BERT ROS
Associated Press
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By BERT ROSENTHAL ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
Alt took a long time, but we
finally did it," said Art Rooney,
only owner the Pittsburgh
Steelers have ever had.
The Steelers finally have won
their first National Football
League title in the team's 40year history.
"It (the wait) was worth it,"
the white-haired, 71-year-old
Rooney said Sunday after the
Steelers captured the American
Football Conference's Central
Division title with a 24-2 victory
over the San Diego Chargers.
The triumph gave the Steelers an 11-3 record, their best
ever, and the home-field advantage in the playoffs, which begin next weekend.
The Steelers will entertain
Oakland's AFC West champions
in the opening playoff game
Saturday, at 1 P.M. EST. Three
hours later, the San Francisco
49ers, champions of the National Football Conference West,
will be host to the defending
Super Bowl champion Dallas
Cowboys, the NFC's wild-card
qualifier.
The opening round of the
playoffs will be completed next
Sunday, with Green Bay, winner in the NFC Central, at
Washington, champion of the
NEC East, starting at noon
EST, and Cleveland, the AFC's
wild-card entry, at Miami, the
AFC East winner, beginning at
3 P.M. EST.
In other regular-season finales Sunday, Cleveland downed
the New York Jets 26-10, the
New York Giants thrashed Dallas 23-3, Buffalo surprised
Washington 24-17, Green Bay
upended New Orleans 30-20,
Oakland topped Chicago 28-21,
Detroit beat Los Angeles 34-17,
Kansas City edged Atlanta 1714, Cincinnati overwhelmed
Houston 61-17, Denver battered
New England 45-21, and St.
Louis nipped Philadelphia 24-23.
On Saturday, Miami completed a perfect season, blanking Baltimore 16-0, and San
Francisco nipped Minnesota 20-

season is 6-6
nts from the
as taken over
randon

Franco Harris and John
Fugue scored for the Steelers
on two-yard runs, and Terry
Bradshaw passed 17 yards to
Ron Shanklin for another
touchdown.
Cleveland's Mike Phipps
hurled two touchdown passes,
both to Frank Pitts, including a
tie-breaking 80-yarder, in the
Browns' victory over the Jets.
Dallas Coach Tom Landry,
whose Cowboys were completely outplayed by the Giants,
concluded that his team was
not ready to defend its Super
Bowl championship. We are
going to have to make a real
turnabout in six days to stay
with San Francisco," he said.
We just were not ready and
the Giants snowballed us."
The Giants gained 174 yards
on the ground to Dallas' 47,
totaled 175 yards passing to the
Cowboys' 85 and sacked Dallas
quarterbacks five times. Norm
Snead passed foirjwo New York
touchdowns and Pete Gogolak
kicked three field goals.
Green Bay coach Dan Devine
used his regulars sparingly, but
was satisfied with his team's
victory over New Orleans in an
unusual game in which the first
three touchdowns resulted either directly or indirectly from

ES
NESDAY
4 P.M.
eserres it!)
r Chef.
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blocked field goals and a
blocked punt.
Washington, losing its second
in a row after winning 11 of 12,
was beaten when Buffalo's Jim
Braxton scored from the four
with 43 seconds remaining. The
Bills' O.J. Simpson captured
the NFL rushing title by gaining 101 yards for a season total
of 1,251 yards. Washington's
Larry Brown, sidelined by an
injury for the second straight
week, finished with 1,216 yards.
Oakland, getting ready for its
playoff game against Pittsburgh, won its sixth straight,
stopping Chicago on Clarence
Davis' 46-yard scoring itui in
the final period. Bears' quarterback Bobby Douglass gained
127 rushing, giving him 968 for
the season-a record for quarterbacks.
Detroit's triumph over Los
Angeles left the Rams with a 57-1 mark, their worst since
1965, and increased speculation
that LA Coach Tommy Prothro
might not be back for 1973.
Detroit's Greg Landry hit
tight end Charlie Sanders with
two second-half scoring passes
after the score had been tied
17-17. St. Louis' Jim Hart connected
on 19 on .30 passes for 334
yards, including scoring plays
of 65 yards to Walker Gillette
and 41 yards to Bobby Moore in
gaining his second victory in a
row following his return to a
starting role.
Houston actually led Cincinnati 10-7 in the second period
before the'Bengals erupted, including a burst of 45 points in
the second half. Doug Dressler
scored three times for Cincinnati, while Lamar Parrish intercepted two consecutive
Houston passes and returned
them 25 and 33 yards for
touchdowns and Neil Craig returned another Oiler pass 63
yards for a TD.
Kansas City's Len Dawson
flipped scoring strikes of 15
yards to Otis Taylor and seven
yards to Ed Podolak in the
Chiefs' triumph over Atlanta.
During one stretch of the game,
Dawson connected on 11 consecutive

4

Saturday's
College
Basketball
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
EAST
St. LOuis 78, Seton Hall 65
Fordham 73, CCNY 57
Conn. 71, Columbia 62
Temple 75, Rutgers 56
N.H. 79, St. Francis, N.Y. 7$,
OT
Maine 67, Fairleigh DickinsOn
65
Yale 92, Trinity 66
Northeastern 64, Buffalo 55
Brandeis 99, Suffolk 81
Mass 74, Harvard 70
American 79, St John's, N.Y.
75
Niagara 99, Buffalo St. 69
Penn St 65, Boston Col 63
Colgate 85. Ithaca 7.3
Jacksonville 98, St. Peters 19
Richmond 75, Can'isius 73
MIDWEST
Minnesota 87, Chi Loyola 81
Valparaiso 94, Northwestern
DePaul

70,

St

Bonaventure

Indiana 89, Ohio U 68
La Salle 93, East Mich 66
Ohio St 86, Butler 55
Michigan 74, Detroit 65
Cleveland St. 87, Ball St. 85
Athletes In Action 73, Toledo

67

Iowa St. 88, Drake 84
Dayton 74, Akron 67
Cincinnati 95, Davidson 84
Mich St. 76, West Mich. 73
Indiana St 85, Bellarmine 66
Marquette 70, Xavier, Ohio 52
Augustana, Ill. 103, Carroll,

Wis 63
Bowling
Mich. 83

Green

88,

Cent.

91

Florida 78, Ga. Tech 69
Florida So. 73, Ga. St 57
Memphis St. 80, Navy 51
Villanova 63, Clemson 60
SW La. U. McNeese 67
Georgia 66, LSU 62
Bradley 100, Tenn. Tech 83

SOUTHWEST
LiU 89,

Dixieland Center

Elsewhere in the NHL SunTorrey didn't miss anything.
His Islanders were embar- day night, Buffalo shut out
rassed by their expansion Toronto 4-0, Boston whacked
brothers, the Atlanta Flames, Philadelphia 5-3, Detroit
4-0. Meanwhile, he watched the trimmed Minnesota 6-4 and ChiNew York Rangers blitz Pitts- cago blanked Los Angeles 2-0.
In Saturday's NHL action, it
burgh 9-1 and may have done a
was
Minnesota 5, the Rangers
bit of Christmas shopping during his visit as well. Certainly, 1; Philadelphia 2, the Islanders
the Islanders, now winless in 13 1; Montreal 3, Los Angeles 1;
gaines, need some help, chari- Detroit 4, Toronto 1; Buffalo 4,
St. Louis 3; Pittsburgh 5, Attable or otherwise.
lanta 3; and Vancouver 4, Califi ;rain+ 3.
Goalie Phil Myre blanked the
Islanders for Atlanta's second
shutout in the last three games.
The Islanders, meanwhile, have
managed only two goals in
their last three games, both of
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Keith Christiansen scored two those corning in the final minLOSER'S WEEPERS -Tailback Terry Witherspoon
Bobby Hull, who use to score goals and assisted on the go- ute of play.
gives way to emotions as his team, Liberal, Kan., high
Gene Carr connected for
a lot of goals in the National ahead tally to pace Minnesota
school, loses 2-0 in state championships elimination.
Hockey League, now is doing over Chicago; Mike Parizeau three goals-his first NHL hat
his scoring in the World Hockey and Alain Caron scored goals in trick-leading the Rangers past
Association. Only he's doing it the first minute of the third pe- Pittsburgh. Jean Batelle added
riod to help Quebec top Cleve- two goals for New York as the
easier.
"l'in generally able to get land; Rusty Patenaude pro- Rangers enjoyed their biggest
around defensemen and get my vided the winning goal in the scoring night of the season.
Tony Esposito earned his secshots easier than in the NHL," third period for Alberta and
says the star of the Winnepeg spectacular goaltending by ond shutout of the season, backWayne Rutledge in overtime stopping Chicago to a 2-0 deciHowever, substitute G. J. Jets.
After the new coach of the
preserved
the tie with Los An- sien over his Angeles in a
Hull,
whose
playing
time
has
Smith
has
a
pinful
knee
injury
Wildcats took over this year,
close-checking game. Esposito
"that seems to get getting bet- been curtailed this season be- geles.
Kentucky has won only one of
blocked 22 shots.
its first five games. The teami -ter," Conner has an injured hip cause of legal battles after joinCliff Koroll and Pit Martin
ing
the
new
league,
has
scored
and
Larry
Stamper
twisted
an
seemed listless, didn't run,
scored the Black Hawk goals as
ankle during the weekend 18 goals already in his in-andcouldn't hit.
Chicago opened a three-point
tournament that saw Oregon out stay'.
Then came its invitational
lead over Minnesota in the
His latest goal helped the
finish second and Colora
basketball tournament and the
West Division.
State take the third-place Jets defeat the New York Raidsemester examinations at the
Mickey Redmond scored one
trophy with a 57-51 victory' over ers 4-3 Sunday.
sanie time.
goal and assisted on three othIn the tither WHA games,
Nebraska Saturday night.
Kentucky, running like the
ers to lead Detroit past MinHatt, in the spotlight this sea- Philadelphia trimmed New
days of old and shooting with
nesota. Red Berenson picked up
son, after he succeeded the leg- England 6-3; Minnesota stopped
its traditional style, smashed
one of the Red Wing goals endendary Adolph Rupp, said he Chicago 4-2; Quebec nipped
Nebraska 85-60 in the first
ing a 19-game slump.
feels "a lot better today than Cleveland 3-2; Houston and Los
round and Oregon 95-68 for the
Red-hot Buffalo remained in
Angeles played to a 4-4 tie and
last week."
chanipionship-the 14th for the
the
thick of the East race,
Alberta
tripped
Ottowa
3-1.
The new coachatf id that dursuch
20
Wildcats
in
blanking Toronto for goalie
In the only WHA game
ing the tournament the tempo
tournan lents.
Dave Dryden's sixth conof Kentucky's play changed played Saturday night, the New
secutive
victory. Rene Robert
England
Whalers
"If this is the outcome we
trimmed
the
back to the fast break that
and Gerry Meehan, both on
should schedule all our games
Rupp instituted when he came Philadelphia Blazers 10-6.
scoring tears, got the Sabres
Hull tied the score with his
during exam week," Hall said
here 42 years ago, and the
started
with second period
goal
early
in
the
third
period
after examining the films of the
shooting percentage Rupp was
goals.
and then set up Wally Boyer's
tournament ganies.
famous for had improved.
Robert scored his 19th of the
Guard Ray Edelman agreed,
Rupp, of course, retired last decisive goal with five minutes
season and 13th in the last 12
saying that finishing the exams
year after 42 seasons-his left to give Winnepeg its tight
games, while Meehan clicked
victory over New York.
even hours before the chamworst a 13-13 breakeven.
for No. 18 of the season and
pionship game takes a psy"We've shucked off the pres- . With Wayne Rivers shadow17th in the last 16 games.
chological load off the players
sure with this tour-fieriest, Our ing Hull for the first two periBoston won its 13th game in
and lets theni play more freely.
shooting percentage is better ods, New York jumped to a 2-0
the last 15, whipping Philalead
on
goals
by
Brian
Bradley
and
our
opponents'
percentage
"I think there's a release
delphia and tagging the Flyers
and Norm Ferguson. Chris Boris less.
after the exams are over and
with only their second home ice
"It looks to me like we can deleau scored a goal late in the
we didn't have the pressure we
loss in 11 games.
second
period
and
then
Hull
fitook
forward
to
an
trnpressured
UNANIMOUS -Catchdid in earlier games," Edelman
Ken Hodge and rookie Greg
nally broke loose for his score
rest of the season," Hall said.
er Carlton Fisk, Boston
said.
Sheppard had two goals apiece
that
made
it
2-2.
Hall
pointed
out
that
the
basRed
Sox,
is
American
Hall pointed out that Kevin
for the Bruins, tied with the
Milt Black put the Jets in
League rookie of the year
Grevey and Jimmy Dan Conner kets made against Kentucky
Rangers three points behind
front
3-2
with
a
goal
about
award winner - first unanad semester examinations at 6 during the tournament were
idle Montreal in the East Divithree minutes later and Boyer
imous
choice
baseline
-what
shots
coaches
onep.;;;. Saturday-three and
sion.
half hours before tipoff time for call the back door play-"but made it 4-2 with Hull's help a
short
while
later.
Rivers
cut
that's the style we want, the
the championship game.
the margin to a goal six secThe Wildcats, now 3-4 on the spirited play that young people
;;nds later.
M 17RRAY Miiiitelt SERVICE
season, next meet Kansas here enjoy these days.
Don Rerriman scored three
"That type of defense (frontthe day before Christmas Eve
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
line agressiveness) is going to goals to lead Philadelphia over
and a victory that would put
make up a much better team New England. The loss broke
them even on the season "is all
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999
1 would like for Christmas," down through the season," Hall the Whalers' home ice winning
streak
at
14
games.
said.
Hall said.

Hull Leads Jets Past
New York Raiders 4-3

I

SOUTH

Citadel 55, E. Carolina 54
Murray St. 83, Jackson St 76
SW Mo. 71, III St. 68
Carson Newman94, Tenn St.

Eurkingilam
ittag•iith

eld

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, .Ky. (AP)Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
has a new idea for his basketball team: They should take
exams twice a week for the entire basketball season.

68

FOOLS EVERYBODY
- Danny Ozark, never a
/rotor league player, is the
new manager of the Philadelphia, Pa., Phils Everybody said it would be Dave
Bristol.

By HAL BOCK ..
The holiday season is a time
for charity and nobody in the
National Hockey League needs
a little love and kindness more
than the poor New York Islanders.
Maybe that's why General
Manager Bill Torrey was in
New York's Madison Square
Garden Sunday night while his
hockey club was in Atlanta.

Wildcats Win Invitational

76

a quick memo
Open Daily 9:00 to 8:00
Until Christmas

Charley Johnson passed for
three touchdowns, two to Haven
Moses, and Floyd Little scored
twice in Denver's romp over
New England. The Broncos
scored the first five times they
had the ball.
Miami's victory over Baltimore Saturday gave the Dolphins a 14-0 record, the best
ever in NFL history'. The Dolphins also set a league rushing
record, finishing with 2,951
yards.
San Francisco clinched the
NFC's Western Division title,
overcoming Minnesota on John
Brodie's two-yard TO pass to
Dick Witcher with 25 seconds
remaining. "It's the greatest
thing that ever happened to
me-both personally and as a
team thing," said Witcher.

MONDAY-DECEMBER 111,

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

West Tex. St 64
Kansas St. 71, Washington 61
Brigham Young- 88, Utah St

20
Arizona 91, N. III. 90, OT
Tulsa 89, Cal St Bakersfield

79
Okla City 106, TCU 65
Houston 79, California 75
Boise St 87, Hayward 76
New Mex
St
69, Tex El
Paso 49

Liberty Bowl

Drycleaning SPECIAL

Set Tonight
MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( AP) Two teams with rather mediocre records, Iowa State, 5-51, and Georgia Tech, 6-4-1,
scrap tonight in the nationally
televised Liberty' Bowl amid
threats by blacks to picket the
college football postseason
event.

Kickoff is at 9:05 p.m., EST,
with leaders of the National AsFAR ...WEST
sociation Fir the Advancement
Denver 105. Western St. WO.
of Colored People (NAACP)
83
Montana 58, Wyoming 49
vowing to picket Memphis MeIdaho Sr 87. Hardin Simmons
morial Stadium over the sus67
Oregon St 85, Puget Sound 66 pension of Tech senior quarterUCLA 98, UC Santa Barbara
back Eddie McAshan, the first
67
black quarterback at a major
Stanford 75, San Jose St. 54
Oral
college in the deep South.
roberts 87, San Diego 75
Hawaii 9.4, Nevada Las Vegas
The suspension of McAshan,
74
TOURNAMENTS
a passing whiz, has helped
Memorial Invitational
vault Iowa State into the favorChampionship
ite's role.
Marshall 78. Princeton 64
Consolation
Florida St 85, Baylor 67
Kentucky Invitational
Championship
Kentucky 95, Oregon 68
Consolation
Colorado St 57. Nob 51
Volunteer Classic
Championship
Missouri 67, Tenn 57
Consolation
Syracuse 84, Holy Cross 76
Big Four Tournament
Championship
N.C. ST 68, N Carolina 61
Consolation
Duke 80. Wake Forest 67
Troian Invitational
Championship
So Cal 79, Purdue 71
Consolation
West Ky 87. Auburn 72
Jayhawk Classic
Championship
Kansas 60, San Francisco $8
Consolation
Texas Tech 53, Troy 52
Utah Classic
Championship
Santa Clara 97, Providence 92
Consolation
South Carolina 77, Utah /3

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

McAshan was suspended by
Ceach Bill Fulcher for missing
practice before Tech's regular
season finale with Georgia,
which Tech lost 27-7.
McAshan, who holds 17 Tech
passitie records, says he
missed practice because Futcher would not give him six
tickets to the Georeia value.
(meal NAACP leaders say the
picket will be "of the most effective and disruptive sort" at
the 14th annual postscason classic.
Iiiwa State. meanwhile, will
seek
snap a five game winless string. The Cyclones have
mit Will since blitzing Kansas
34-8 at nildseaSun, but did
hattle defeliding national chainpioe Nebraska Ii, a /3-23 draw.

DRESSES
TOPCOATS
RAINCOATS

09

2

Laundered to Perfection

for I
DRAPES CLEANED
Pleat
Unlined

U'

returned to you
folded or on
hangers

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Prices Good Monday

Tue..day

Phone 753-9084

Wednesday

December 18 19 20
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EDUCATION

Many Kentuckians' Trees TVA Fertilizer Center
Come From Outside State Aids Developing Nations

Computer picks brains
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
A computerized brain
analyzer may decide who gets
what kind of education and
how much of its use proves
successful in North and Central America.
The device is called the
neural efficiency analyzer
and was invented by Dr. John
Ertl, a psychology professor
at the University of Ottawa
and director of its Center fir
Cybernetic Studies. Ertl's
analyzer is built by Neurometrics of Houston, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Associates International, Shreveport, La. Ertl is on the firm's
board.
A Montreal psychological
testing firm, cooperating with
the Canadian government, is
using ErUe's analyzer in Honduras to decide which of 5,000
Spanish-speaking people in
that unsophisticated republic
will be trained fir various
JobsResearch on the analyzer's
effectiveness is under way in
Canada, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Albuquerque, a
North Carolina veterans' hospital, Georgia, New York,

Maine and about 70 miles
from the nation's capital in
Hagerstown, Md., where its
use with children is being kept
secret by the school board and
superintendent who have refused to answer inquiries.
Ertl agrees wholeheartedly
with criticism of IQ tests,
bans on their use and demands for their demise. He
hopes his "black box" will replace them because, Ertl
claims, it is more accurate
and based on medical rather
than psychological testing
criteria for validity. But the
analyzer predicts what score
a person would get on an IQ
test if it was valid, which Ertl
says it isn't.
The analyzer, linked to a
computer, is connected to the
brain by electrodes painlessly
placed on the scalp. A person
sits quietly as questions are
asked. Lights flash. An oscilloscope displays brain waves.
The computer figures the
average time between responses to questions, measuring "the efficiency and the
speed with which information
is transmitted from one
neuron to another in the
brain," Ertl explairs in a
journa/

Two three-digit numbers
appear on the analyzer screen
and on a table or "nomogram," giving the neural efficiency score and predicting
IQ score. It takes about 100
seconds to conduct the foolproof test and about 25
minutes to train someone to
use the equipment and interpret the scores.
Bruce G. Oken, president of
Associates International, says
the analyzers are placed on a
"very, very careful basis"
with "qualified" psychologists and members of the
American
Psychological
Association. About 10 analyzers are available for use at
an average $300 rental and
their development was financed, in part, by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Ertl says, "I think the most
useful application will be in
programs such as Head Start
and in the economical selection of people on whom public
funds should be expended to
improve their educational
level. Perhaps most important, it should permanently
dispel the myth of racial inequality in the United States.
This will be its major contribution."
Ertl admits to an amazing
lack of evidence of his analyzer's effectiveness, the
shallowness and questionable
validity of existing research
and opposes mass use of the
device.

ounces the

With the next breath he
says, "Our machine can
easily test 50 subjects a day,
theoretically 100 in a waking
day.( School boards) can rent
enough of our analyzers to do
it at the rate they wish or we
can design a mobile unit, a
small van or truck which
could test maybe 10 people
simultaneously with a small
computer in the van. This
kind of system could test
thousands of subjects a day.
There's no technical problem
whatsoever.
"We could even do this on a
telephone line."

Opening
of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Phone 753-4576

Closed All Day Thursday
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—One
idealized version of Christmas
has dad and a couple of
beaming youngsters proudly
toting in for mom's approval the
scraggly tree they have just cut
begind the house.
Chances are, however, that
the pine, fir, spruce or cedar
which graces your living room
this year will not have been cut
in your back yard. Most likely,
it will not even have been cut in
your state, since Kentucky has
few growers producing quality
Christmas trees.
According to figures computed by the state Division of
Forestry, approximately
375,000 Kentucky families will
purchase a live Christmas tree
this year. Only about 50,000 of
these trees will have been
grown in Kentucky.
The half dozen or so Christmas-tree plantations in the
state will account for about
20,000 of that figure, the other
30,000 coming from natural
stands.
This means that 325,000 trees,
at an average cost of $3.00 per
tree, must be imported to meet
the demand.
Since Kentucky has a ready
market, favorable climate and
land suited for growing
Christmas trees, why aren't
more Kentuckians involved in
this business?
Forestry Director Harry
Nadler said one answer may be
that "often people want to see
an immediate return of their
investment, and it takes six to
eight years of work to bring the
first planting of Christmas trees
to market."
"However, with proper
planning and care, a Christmastree plantation can be made to
pay a good dividend year after
year on a continuing basis, once
the first planting has matured."
For example, assume a
landowner has seven acres to
plant in Christmas trees and
that it will take seven years for
the first planting to mature.

The first year he plants one acre
in trees (leaving the remaining
acres for hay or grazing or
other use until it comes time for
them to be planted), the second
year he plants another acre,
and so on until all seven acres
have been planted.
During the seventh year, he
harvests the acre planted
during the first year of
operation, the eighth year he
harvests the second acre
planted, and so on. Each acre is
replanted iriunediately after it
is harvested, thereby providing
a continuous crop and an annual
source of income.
The Division of Forestry
recommends Scotch pine to
anyone who might be considering getting into Christmas
tree production because it is a
highly
marketable, fast
growing tree which is adaptable
to a wide range of soils and
weather.
"A Christmas-tree plantation
can be a good investment for
several reasons," said Nadler.
"For one thing, it doesn't take a
large cash investment to get
started (state nurseries sell
Scotch pine seedlings for $15 per
thousand). And Christmas trees
don't demand constant attention as livestock or
vegetables sometimes do,
although they do require care.
Some people make the mistake
of setting the trees out and
letting them grow wild. You
can't get Christmas trees that
way.

"The Division of Forestry has
professional
foresters
throughout the state who will
provide assistance to anyone
interested in starting a
Christmas tree plantation," he
added. "These foresters will
provide help with planting
recommendations, weed and
insect control, and training in
tending and pruning of the
trees.Nadler urged interested
landowners to contact the
Division of Forestry in Frankfort.

MUSCLE SHOALS, ALA.—
TVA sent fertilizer specialists to
11 developing nations on three
continents this year.
Helping farmers in the United
States is the basic job of
scientists and engineers here at
the
National
Fertilizer
Development Center. But knowhow accumulated during the
past 40 years also is helping to
overcome food production
problems in other regions. This
help is provided through the
U.S. Agency for International
and
other
Development
organizations.
Two engineers helped start up
a fertilizer granulation plant in
Brazil. Experience in the plant,
which uses a TVA-deyeloped
process, may be helpful in other
nations where development of
fertilizer industries is at an
intermediate stage.
An analytical chemist spent
nearly two months in Ecuuador
helping to draft legislation that
would set fertilizer quality
control standards there.
The potential of Colombian
phosphate . rock for fertilizer
production was evaluated in
pilot-plant tests at Muscle
Shoals.
Several African countries
were assisted. A thrge-man
team has just returned' from
Ghana. The team analyzed
Ghana's fertilizer needs and
recomniended
steps
to
strengthen the local fertilizer
industry and expand fertilizer
use.
Two
specialists
made
estimates of fertilizer needs in
Nigeria to help lay the groundwork for construction of a
production complex there.
Asummary review also was
made of the fertilizer situation
in Aaire.
One TVA agronomist is on a 2year assignment in Indonesia.
Two engineers helped prepare
specifications for a planned
fertilizer plant in Vietnam.
Visits were made in five
countries to study marketing
systems. Objective of this work
is to describe systems that

LONDON (?1,P) — Doffing
Mistresses, Fancy Twisters and
Gondola Girls are to get a new
deal in Britain.
And so are Dandy Rovers
Knocker Offers and Cracker Of
fers, who have also had a rough
might be used in areas with time at the local employment
relatively undeveloped fer- exchange in the past
tilizer markets. This project is
After seven years' work,
cooperative with the Food and Britain's Employment DepartAgriculture Organization of the ment has coded every job in the
land, from a Minister of the
United Nations.
Also, a project on tailoring Crown on down.
fertilizer materials specifically
The gondola girl, who replenfor use on rice completed its ishes the shelves in self-service
fourth year. Sulfur-coated urea, stores, becomes 369.99 when
a new fertilizer developed by looking for a job. The doffing
TVA,showed promise for use on mistress, who supervises workrice in tests in several rice- ers removing full packages
from spinning frames, is a
growing areas of the world.
Nearly 400 visitors from other 540.99, and the fancy twister,
who twists strands of yarn to
countries came to the Fertilizer
increase
their strength, be
Center in the past year. In- comes a 542.70.
cluded were participants in two
The dandy rover, also in texspecial fertilizer training
courses. India, Afghanistan, tiles, takes the code 541,20. The
knocker off and the cracker off.
and South Vietnam were
who, of course, work in the
represented in these courses. glass industry,
take the codes
As part of the program of 619.99 and 614.80 respectively.
sharing information, TVA also
Oh, yes, a Minister of the
sent participants to a number of Crown is a 001.10, while a Meminternational conferences and ber of Parliament is a 001.20
sen iinars

tor

THE PERFECT GIFT
FOR HIM!
USE OUR
LAYAWAY
We have Gift Certificates
For Any Amount
1ND.41".ti 1-6

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 8:30

PADUCAH IKY.
"Distinctive Apparel
For Gentlemen & Scholars"
311 Broadway
tttetttit

New for Men!

SCHICK
FABERGE
COLOGNES

HOT LATHER
MACHINE
Reg. '1995

Gold

ROMAN
BRIO

Aphrodisia, Wood Hue,
Tigress, Flambeau

Cologne

Spray

3.00 Size $249
s4.50
Reg$
2
50

After Shave
Assorted
Ambush
and
Tabu Spray

Fragrances

Complete Assortment
of

MEN'S COLOGNES
at

COLOGNE
Reg. '4.00
$31 9

Discount
Discount

Prices

310eeciad,

DRUGS

2.50 Size

LOVE

COLOGNE
GIFT SETS

Complete
Assortment of

Famous Name Brand
•Coty
•White Shoulders
•Nina Ricci
•Shalimar
•Chanel No. 5

Butt
Crodd

ER 18, 1972
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INSTANT
CHASE &
SAN BORN

Alcoa Heavy Duty

FOIL WRAP
with coupon
below

18-in.x25 ft

39'

FLOUR
Pride of III.

r, also in tex
541.20. The
e cracker off
work in the
ke the code,
espectively
nister of the
while a Memis a 001.20

CREAM CORN
16-0z. can 5for89c

Super Value
Brown & Serve

ROLLS

Swift

Pkg. of 12
for $100

4

SUGAR
American

- ---— -

SWEET PICKLES
16-oz. Jar

39'

_
MARSHMALLOWS
Campfire Miniature

1-lb. cello bag

2for 49c

Jack Sprat
Kosher & Polish Wyrob

Colonial Powdered
Confectioners

PICKLES
19-oz. Jar

ICE
CREAM
Asst
Flavors

/
1
2 Gal.

59

SUGAR

39c

19;

1 -lb. Box

HAVING A PARTY? GET THESE

Big Assortment of
DAYS 1-6

el
tars"

tott

*
*
*
*

We have all sizes of TURKEYS.
For those who like all white meat, try a BUTTERBALL TURKEY BREAST.
We have large fresh HENS, BONELESS HAMS, CURED HAMS.
Just check with us... we can meet your demands for any kind of Steak,
Roast, Ham or Fowl, to make your Christmas
Dinner one to be compiftentedi

MANDARIN
ORANGES

PRODUCE VALUES
California Fresh and Crisp

29 CELER
Y

31

Fancy Red Emperor

WALNUTS
lb

49c

LYSOL
SPRAY

GRAPES
Florida Juicy

ORANGES'" size

/
1
2 Box -1.89
DISINFECTANT
Red Jonathan & Golden Delicious
"Kills Household
Germs"
.
$1 39
14-oz.

APPLES

REMEMBER
attend church of
your choice and
give thanks to The
One who makes
all things possible.

COLONIAL

I

SUGAR

•

49c I
Offer Expires 12/23/72
Good Only at Parker's Mkt

cALCOA WRAP

11am seso•umavammemen weor
Parker's Mkt. Coupon -----CHASE & SANBORN

Alcoa Heavy Duty

FOIL WRAP
18"x25' with coupon
Good Only At Parker's

•

INSTANT

39;

COFFEE

SAVE

50c

Offer Expires12/27/72
.•*?1 •

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY. .YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers

6DaysA Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!!

4.

4
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Beware of women
who kiss and smell
1••••• ••••••[..•

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY 1 A woman wrote that she sold kisses at a
carnival last summer to raise money for a local charity, and
she couldn't forget the way one stranger had kissed her. [She
said, "He wasn't much to look at, but wow, could that man
kiss!"! Then she wanted to know if it was possible for a man
to thrill a woman so much without feeling anything himself.
N'ou replied, "I hate to destroy your illusions, but it is
possible for a kiss to be a one-way proposition."
As one who has played the male lead in more movies
than you would believe, I can verify your statement. I have
"thrilled" many beautiful—but foul smelling movie actress:es
with my kisses, and have gotten nothing out of it but nauseated. Some were chronic garlic and onion eaters. Others
seldom bathed, but used great quantities of perfume instead.
If you print this, please withhold my name. I am up in
years now, but am still remembered by many.
AGING ACTOR IN MALIBU

Central Shopping Center

Prices in till! ad good
Mon., Tues., Wed., D c. 18, 19, 20

LADIES LONG
NYLON GOWN
Soft feminine ruffle accents neck and sleeves.
Sizes S-M-L. Pastel colors.

Reg.

SUEDE
PURSES

$288

3.96

DEAR ACTOR: Your secret is safe with me. The only
thing worse than a man who kisses and tells is a woman who
kisses and smells!

38;

Beautiful

Long sleeve,

25%

\ 25'Vooff

PANTY HOSE

DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old married man I've
been married for 10 years and have two children. My wife
and I have very little in common other than our children.
My problem is my sex life. [Or perhaps I should say the
lack of it. My wife doesn't care for it, except on special
occasions She uses it as a reward for my doing chores
around the house We have relations about once every three
or four weeks. I feel cheated and frustrated, and that the
best years of my life are slipping away.
Don't suggest a marriage counselor. We spent two years
going to one once a week. It solved nothing. I have considered divorce, but I don't want to give my children up because they are all I have that makes my life worth living.
I accept the fact that I am a martyr for them now, but what
else can I do?
DEPRESSED UP NORTH

SLACKS

Solids and Patchwork

LADIES

PANTIES

Washable

Asstd. styles izes

Reg. '6.;.

and colors

-0

Nylon Satinette - Sizes 5-10

DEAR DEPRESSED: I suggest you see a therapist. You
must either learn to live with your situation without feeling
like a -martyr" or extricate yourself from it. Parents who
"sacrifice" their lives for their children usually wind up
alone and bitter, and the children oftentimes strnse the
"martyrdom" and feel guilty.
DEAR ABBY. The couple who think they are "in the
right" by not paying the $3 they were undercharged by a
teen-ager helping at his parents' business are teaching the
boy a lesson. A lesson in -Do unto others before they can
do unto you."
I wonder if the boy is being docked the $3 from his pay?
I also wonder if the couple would feel that the boy was
"in the right" if they later discovered that he had accidentally OVERCHARGED them $3?
Legal rights are one thing. Hutuan kindness and understanding are others.
Which do you think the boy will remember most?
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU

Reg. to 78'

Plaid design in a rainbow

2t0r $ 1

of colors.

GIRL'S DRESSES

BOY"

Size 7-14

LADIES

Reg. $2.96

Size 42-46

Ideal for School Wear!

25

2 $3

100% Nylon

wts.:
Santa Will Be At Ros
Fr ay - 6-9 p.m.
Sat rday - 1-9 p.
Sun4'y 1-6 p.m.

for

Layered look.

LADIES SHOES

Navy, red, brown

Reg. '4.99

Problems! Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX Mee, L. A., CALIF 9•069 and enclose a
Stamped. addressed envelope.

BAN KAMER

ONE RACK

BODY SUITS

DEAR DISAPPOINTED: I'm disappointed in myself.
You are right. I should have advised them to pay the additional 53.

Permanent
Sizes 32

GIRLS SLACKS
100% Acrylic

and solid w

Off

Shades

LADIES "BE FREE"

LADI
BLOUS:

LADIES

LADIES

Asstd-. Cb ors

Sizes----

$399

America's most popular cheese
By far the most popular
single cheese in the country is
Cheddar. Domestic cheese
production last year broke
down this way: Pi billion
pounds ot American cheese,
with Cheddar making up 80
per cent of the total; and 885
million pounds of "other than
American" cheeses This was
a record for the 14th consecutive year.
More than halt ot the
"other" cheeses were an hal- — .-ion-type, such as Mozzarella..
Ricotta, Provolone .and
Parmesan
Altogether,

Italian-typ.i cheese production
—at 453 million pounds—was
up 15 per cent from 1970.
Swiss cheese was next, at
154 million pounds, followed
by Muenster at 39 million and
biue cheese at 25 million
pounds, all record highs. At
near record lows, though,
were Neufchatel and limburger
In addition, 136 million
pounds of cheese was imported last year and it is expected
that this yearii imports- Will
exceed last year's.

your

GLASSBAKE OVENWARE

BANKAMERICARD
we4come

• I Quart and
2 Qt. Casseroles

Lt7.12:0:

ONE RACK

• g inch Sq. Cake
Dish
• 21
/
4 Qt. Utility Dish
• 1%

(11. Deep

40,«

4,0

Loaf Pan

f

-LADIES DRESSES-(21010:0/

With Attachments
Prints, solids, one and two piece.

Reg.

to

1.17

71

......fse

COOKIE JARS
Fruits
In The Shape of

Reg.
'4.97

HIRLWIND
TISTER VAC

$366

Reg. '29.8

Asstd. fabrics and styles,

$2

25%°ff
Ainorsomm vion,,wsb.
4.0vaillellisk •

PLAID

:4

...11. ••

41 PIECE

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Murray Branch

GLASSWARE
SET

t7

"-'"POMO:
Zw..__.....„..
...
...%.
....
..
•

Twin and Full Siz

tr.
.... ........

:11/67
'
1 '..4111.411.1.11Zill
.6-*
".0.010.
01".711t.l..:*. .
01 11..''
'
,
,
,
,. .....,......;41.1.11..
••,01101.1
. mp.
'
•
'SIMI
<

ft

%

t%

0
0

-sa lteg°;14- il
"tir::

For Holiday Entertaining

Reg.
s8.88

Cp,

You Save Mor.:

CEMBER 18 iv
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Christmas Celebrations
Planned For MH Patients

cte444(eivuotittaits
Open 'Ti! 10 Mon.-Sat. - 12-6 Sun.
Prices in thi ad good
ues., Wed., D c. 18, 19,20

TWO TABLES

LADIES
BLOUSES

LADIES

MEN'S SLACKS
& JEANS

SEE THRU

Regular and full cut

BUBBLE
UMBRELLA

SLACK
Long sleeve, prints
and solid white.

cottons and cotton blends
Sizes from 28 to 38

Contrasting Trim

Permanent Press.

Off

Sizes 32-38

Asstd. styles, res

Reg. '6.884

Reg. '1.99

50%Off

99

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

and colors

BOYS

$500

111111011111
-04 BANXAYE': 'ARD

Long Sleeve - Lace Neck
Solid color in maroon, navy or brown. Sizes S-M-L.

SPORT SHIRTS
Fashion prints in a wide

RACK

IRESSES

ONE TABLE

variety of colors.

BOY'S PANTS

Permanent press. Size 8-18.4

Reg.

/
0Off

SHIRT & TIE
White or print shirt

7

r

Santa Will Be At Roses:
Fr ay - 6-9 p.m.
Sat rday - 1-9 p.m.
Sun y 1-6 p.m.

to 161
/
2
WESTMARK TEFLON

7-PC. COOKWARE SET

ONE RACK

Special Christmas programs
will range from parties, variety
shows and concerts, to religious
observances and the inevitable
visits from the North Pole.
While most events are sponsored by local volunteers, some
of the entertainment will be
provided by professional groups
traveling many miles at their
own expense to donate their
talent.
In addition, many patients
and residents have been busy
for weeks making Christmasdecorations end hand-made
gifts for family and friends Staff
and patients in every facility
have joined in decorating each
ward and unit, and competition
has been fierce to decide which
sections have the most original
and attractive decorations.
Some of the holiday highlights
include:

More than 30 neary-by
conimunities are joining to givtf
over 50 individual parties at
Western State Hospital in
Hopkinsville.
In discussing this year's
yuletide activities, hospital and
mental-retardationfacility
volunteer directors agree that,
while presents and parties play
an important part in the
season's festivities, far more
important is the interest and
love the material donations
represent.

GIRL'S COATS

%
or
)
A

Sizes 141
/
2

3

2L4:

An all-star variety show and
party will be presented at
Outwood Hospital and School
near Dawson Springs, sponsored by a group of entertainers
troiii Cleveland, Ohio.
"The Nutcracker Suite" will
be presented by the Danville,
School of Dance for Kentucky
State Hospital patients.
Area churches will present
seven nights of caroling at
Hazelwood Hospital
in
Louisville, a mental retardation
facility for non-aiiibulator
residents.
Patients and staff at Easter.
State Hospital are cooperating
in the construction and
operation of a "living nativity
scene" on the hospital grounds
in Lexington.

Your
blasted
alarm clock
could
you a
iday

MEN'S BOXED

Reg. s2.97

The annual -Hanging of the
Greens" at Central State
Hospital in Louisville will bt.
followed by a hospital-wide
party sponsored by the staff.

But, hospital personnel are
joining business and labor
organizations, sthools, churches, civic clubs, and interested
individuals to see ,hat the
warnith and spirit of the holiday
Season ,will again reach every
patient.

Three hundred red and white
Christmas stockings were made
for residents of Oakwood, the
new
mental
retardation
training center in Somerset.

$299

'3.99

Employees of a local clothing
manufacturing firm donated
their time to insure each
resident has a stocking to hang
on Christmas Eve.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gifts
and entertainment for the more
than 3,000 patients and
residents at the state Mental
Health Department's four
psychiatric hospitals anstflhree
mental retardation facilities is
a tall order even for ole Santa
himself.

25% OFF

V ii

Red, Green or Gold

ASSORTED TOPS

HIRLWIND
CAN IISTER VACUUM

Reg.

Large selection of colors and materials.

With Attachments

STORAGE CHEST

A number of styles to select from

Reg. '29.88

)$2288

Reg.
\54.88

PLAID BEDSPREAD

$ 1 288

18.88

Long and Short Sleeve

44

Strong fibre board

Reg. '1.76

MR. SHAG
CARPET MATH
Use as throw rug or in
traffic areas. ----

Twin and Full Size

fi
r

*

4

65% Cotton - 35% Rayon
No-Iron

Anyone enslaved bv an alarm dock is ow kind
of guy, lie works. I le's a solid (ii item Ili makes
the world go aromul.
We're ob-eadv On vont- side. So \shell viol ask
(an for a holiday loath chances are g()(41
gel it.

$ 1100 Reg. 1.77

An alarm clock. A paycheck stub. A battered
lunclibox..Signs. Good •signs of good people.
so 14h me us
we lewd (h)business ‘vidi
10an. Eni()v 1)
t0Pk-1"
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where You're always N umbel One.
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Regular 53.99

$292
You Save More When You Shop Roses!

LOUNGER
PILLOWS

Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

Attractive Prints
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,
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Bel-Air Center

Ross Wilder, Mgr.
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busy park, one of the city's
By EVE SHARBUTT
largest and finest_ In New York
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK
AP) — City there are more than 4,000
auxiliary police, of whom at
Rowboat rescues, peeping
least 200 are women.
toms and traffic control are
The volunteers perform regufamiliar problems to Edith lar patrols in uniform and
Katz.
handle a variety of duties in
She spends two evenings a precincts to which they are asweek, four hours each evening, signed Most work in the preas an auxiliary policewomanlin cinct that covers their home
Brooklyn's Prospect Park.
neighborhood.
An attractive, dark-haireZ
"The park precincts have car
mother. she wears a unilotm
patrols. Most of the others have
and badge. carries a nightstick
walking patrols_ Now we have
and tries to keep the police obtained permission to use the
image more visible to deter police horses when regular
crime in the 74th precinct.
forces are not using them. We'll
Mrs. Katz is one of 36 volun- be taking riding lessons to
teers in the auxiliary unit at the make sure we handle mounted

patrols well," Mrs. Katz added.
Recent cutbacks in police
personnel assigned to the 74th
precinct make the auxiliary
units especially valuable, she
said. The unit has been reduced
from 280 to 160 policemen.
"The main factor is visibility This is my neighborhood,
too, and I know people feel better when they see more uniformed police. I feel it deters
crime," Mrs. Katz said.
Led by C,apt. Martin Cirulnick, a former Marine officer
who is president of an ice
cream company, the 74th precinct auxiliary makes regular
patrols through Prospect Park.
They check "lover's lane"

Navy Program Evaluates
Use Of Women On Ships
By TIM REITERMAN
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO AP, —
The one-day shakedown cruise
of the first Navy ship with female crew members has shown
women can do the work, romance is harder to suppress
than salt; language and seasickness knows no sex line.
When the white hospital ship
I ISS Sanctuary pulled into port
Wednesday, there was the
usual scramble down the gangplank by liberty-bound sailors.
But beneath some of the foul
weather gear and dungarees
were 40 women who made Naval history by assuming posts
alongside the vessel's 480 male
crewmen.
They are part of a Naval pilot program to evaluate the use
of women in every aspect of
noncombat sea duty, including
work as deck hands, cooks,
barbers, clerks and even deck
officers.
-The women do their share,"
said Walter Markwordt, who
works with four women in the
galley. -They want equality, so
we give it to 'em. We've got

HEARING AIDS
50OFF
1310111CT•10 DAYS Fan
535.15 up I'my A114.-11. taw 1•1111.4-0e- Elm
fro 01. Ai* 5.milormen sin pal. Yfr/K.1
.5,1005314,11101 SISK,PADUCAN,KY,CPO;II

one girl that can lift 50-pound
potato sacks—no sweat."
Even on the deck, where the
routine includes swabbing
decks, hauling lines and removing cargo, eight women have
by choice taken their place
among the so-called -deck
apes."
However, most women found
their way to indoor desk jobs or
hospital corps posts.
"It's' not really equality-,2-1
said freckled redhead Marilyn
Tanney, who did deck work before working in the ship's laundry. "The men try to see how
much you can take when you're
lifting heavy things. There's no
way the women can lift as
much."
"It was the greatest experience, being out there on our
own like a big family," said 19year-old Lisa Tigar, of Oxford,
N.J. Many women, like Lisa,
say their duties come first and
friendship will be the extent of
their relationship with male
counterparts.

ing: "Women's Quarters Occupied." Some 30 nurses aboard
have similar quarters. Thus far
it has not been violated by
male crew.
At liberty. call, a stampede of
women in dungarees entered
the sanctuary, then emerged
minutes later perfumed and
wearing dresses, some showing
quite a bit of sea legs.
Up the ladders they climbed,
out on deck and past the day's
deck officer, Ens. Rosemary
Nelson.
One young seaman said several of the women crew fell victim to mal de mer while the
Sanctuary was on the relatively
calm Pacific.
Ensign Nelson smiled. "It
is also true," she said," that
several men were seasick."

Dogs for blind vets
SYDNEY 1UPII — The
Australian government will
provide guide dogs for sightless
former servicemen whose
blindness was caused by war
service, says Minister for
Repatriation John Holton. He
But Deana Trexler, a 24-year- said there are nearly 400
old hospital corpswoman from seterans who have suffered loss
Sacramento, Calif., said frank- of sight in war service.
ky-,- —we-date-it ship and have Fat costs jobs
had several shipboard roSAN FRANCISCO 1UPI)
mances. A few girls even have — A survey of 1,000 overgone through more than one weight patients found that 142,
or 14.2 per cent, were unemguy."
The
women's sanctuary ployable because of excess
poundage, says the I. niversity
aboard the ship is a bunk area of California Modica! Center's
guarded only by a sign read- obesity clinic,

for peeping toms, try to keep
unauthorized visitors away
from the Brooklyn Zoo and
handle ice rescues on the lake
in winter.
"Sometimes there have been
gang wars in the park, and we
want to try to stop those. Auxiliary police have made armed
robbery arrests, numerous narcotics arrests and have captured purse snatchers. But
mostly our patrols are dull and
routine. We feel what we do
best is keep people from committing crimes, just because
we're here," she said.
Before they can wear the
auxiliary police uniform, volunteers must go to school for 12
weeks. Then, for each promotion in rank, they have to attend
school 12 more weeks. Many
volunteers are working in the
precinct headquarters two
nights each week and going to
school one other night. In all,
around 1,000 auxiliary police
are in police schools.
"Our families are proud of
us," Mrs. Katz said. "They get
dinner on their own when we're
on duty and they realize how
much it means to be involved in
the community this way."
Women are relatively new in
the auxiliary police,patrols.
"A former captain in my pre&net'didn't like women and
made no bones about it. Now we
are more progressive,- she
added.
Some auxiliary policewomen
volunteer to help with paperwork inside the station rather
than patrol on the street. One
may take the switchboard evenings, freeing a patrolman for
duty. In another precinct, a
woman who is a secretary during daytime hours volunteered
to reorganize the station's files.
"That helps a lot," Patrolman Bob Lane, regular police
officer who works with the auxiliary unit, added. "It's a real
asset to the department."
One of the summer's most
widespread problems in Prospect Park is drug overdose
among young people.
The auxiliary policewomen
have been especially good at
reassuring youths and lost children as well as kids frightened
by overdose. Mrs. Katz believes. And they help prevent
vandalism, which is a tremendous problem in the park and at
the nearby Brooklyn Arboretum
Although they can't write up
tickets themselves and are not
armed, the auxiliary policemen
and women are quick to remind

lirII
I

people that they are in constant
contact, by radio and telephone,
with their counterparts in regular uniform.

HI

We divide the park into two
or three sectors for each evening patrol,- Capt. Cirulnick
said. "And we drive because
it's a big territory to cover."

II
II
I,
Ill
Ill

Edith Katz and other women
volunteers in the 74th precinct
feel they may be a very real
barrier between lawlessness
and law and order in the area
surrounding Prospect Park

sil

Ill
"I think if more people hear
about programs like the auxiliary police," Mrs Katz said,
"they're bound to be interested
in getting involved."

ill
READY FOR PATROL — Auxiliary policewoman Edith Katz is ready for an evening
patrol from Brooklyn's 74th precinct station in Prospect Park
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Open Every Night
Until Christmas
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The sleek silhouette. Perfect fit, t'lon-cling
for a smooth look under Fall's knit fash-
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ions. Bodice and hem edging in o sheer-
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fined Alencon lace. Available in white only.
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A. Sizes short 32-36,average 32-42. 7.00
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B. Sizes short 32-36, overage 32-40.8.00
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JACK and JILL
SHOP
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"QUALITY IS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT PRODUCT
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
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For Romanticists

Shevelva Robes
The mood is soft and feminine. Enjoy th•
luxury of machine washable Dacron

ajesty®

$10"

Ill
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III

polyester that looks and feels like velvet.

III

Two-tone robe has concealed zipper front,

!
!
I
HI

contrast binding and hidden seam pockets.

100% NYLON TRICOT SLEEP SETS
in six vibrant fall colors

III
Coral sand, indiglow blue, orange or
wineberry. Sizes 8 to 18.

25.00

Short version,

20.00
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GIFT
CENTER
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ALL CHRISTMAS

Glassware and Crockery
Vases, Dishes, Novelty Items,
Wall Plaques, Pictures,
Flower Arrangements,
Pen and Pencil Sets

HI

Hours: 9-9 Mon. thru Sat
1-6 Sunday Phone 753-8304

HI
III
II

Get all of the
Filmand FlashNo need to forget anyone! Spread a
bulbs you will
lot of Christmas cheer! need, today,
Many valued at
for your Holiday Ptctures!

•••
NORELCO

Bring your
holiday films to
Say-Rite for expert
developing at
Discount Prices and
Fast

HI

Bel Air Shopping Center

RAZOR
VIP Model
Give the man in your life a close shave!

COLOGNE

Service!

"This is her favorite
fragrance"
Our Low_ $
Low Price

Northern Electric

250

MIRROR

WRAPPING
PAPER and
STICK-ON
j
BOWS
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III
III

III
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;Si
III
III
III I
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STICK-ON

III

Regular and
'Foil Wrap
'1.49 Value

Retail '27.95
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The Perfect Touch Up Make Up Mirror
Regular
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MOMS..
White Shoulders
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III

The Electric

io;
III

Mane Tamer
III

By Northern

II

Grooms hair at home

Regular

the professional way.

'7" Value

Regular
Retail
17.95

Walt Disney Character

INTIMATE GIFT $5"
SETS

WATCHES

Spray Mist and

*Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse

ELECTRIC
CORDLESS TOOTHBRUSH
NORTHERN

The Fun Way to Brush Teeth
Regular '19.95 Retail

* Cinderella * Donald Duck

III

Your
Choice

11
11
I
!I!
111
Ni

Beautiful Weather Stations
Westclox Clocks of All Kinds
v Candy from Dutch Mill
v Canned Mixed Nuts
Beautiful Candy Jars
v Cosmetics for All
v Radios v Tape Recorders
v Musical Jewelry Boxes
v Film and Flash Bulbs

Low Price

Tweed

Soap -3-oz

Regular

Bath Powder-3-oz.
Perfume-/
1
2-oz.

Northern

vorta27
.
1

II
III
III
II

SI

Our Low,

by Yardley
Cologne-2-oz

III

II
i

'10.95 Value

Perfume and Bath
Collection
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Dusting Powder

* Snow White * Goofy
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WATER JET
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The Beauty Of Frankfort During Christmas Season

Garden Path
BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
We use holly and pine
branches to decorate our homes
during the Christmas season but
with a little search in the woods
we may discover several
unusual vines or plants that are
still green and will remain so for
several weeks. In our yards may
be some greenery that is
different. You may prune the
hybrid hollies, such as the
Chinese that is so full of berries,
or the lovely Burford'. The
Burford' is so glossy and the
berries so red that it lends itself
readily to swags or sprays or
even wreaths as it holds its
leaves well after being cut. The
Chinese holly is so prickly that it
is hard to handle but for sheer
beauty it is hard to beat.
tagustrum is another green
shrub that is still green and its
smooth leaves are pretty,
especially when sprayed with

white or red. The spraying is
simple . Just lay the branches on
newspapers and spray to your
hearts content. Vary the color
scheme by using gold or silver
gray.
I am old-fashioned enough to
like the green and red as
Christmas colors. I have seen
some beautiful pink trees, but
they just don't thrill me; but
somehow, a big green cedar or
fir all decked out in red and
silver balls, makes me know
that, at heart, I am still a child.
I'll never grow too old to catch
the excitement of holiday
preparations, for and with the
grandchildren and greatgrandchildren. I still remember
the huge Christmas tree in my
grandfather's house in the
strings
of
when
country
cranberries and popcorn and
paper chains made up the

,
id
Your Choice %-CARAIst
mas
UP 10 50% ON ALL DIAMONDS
- SAVE Pre-Chri

e

/
1
4-CARAT
Diamond Earrings

111*Toofat rrorrd

/
1
4-CARAT
Massive Man's
7-Diamond Ring

¼-CARAT
ladies'7-0iares:rd
Cluster Ring

decorations, To me it was the
prettiest thing in the world, even
now
that
without
lights
transform our trees into a part
at fairyland,
This is such a joyous tune ox
the year, so get out the reindeer
and snowman, the angels and
manger scene. Surely at this one
season of the year, we can let
beauty and fantasy and love rule
the day.
If you have no more than a
sprig of greenery to tack up at
the front door, do that so as to let
the world know there is
Christmas warmth and love
inside.
If you do not have colored
lights and tinsel for the tree, try
an old-fashioned kind this year.
Let the children help string the
cranberries and the popcorn and
I can guarantee it will be the
happiest event of the
season.

Francos Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 19, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

r Orr M•il

Styles shown are
available in
14, 24 and 1-Carat
at comparable
sale prices.

/
1
4-CARAT
Massive Man's
5-Diamond Ring

'4 -CARAT ,Z,Z,
111-Diamond
Bridal Set

Vs-CARAT ;,`",:„
15-Diamond
Princess Ring
also available in
Dinner Ring

WOWS"Sow 4 EASY WAYS TO PAY
Fw Orislows
LISIE-01116E
AR!Sive LAY-AWAY-1AM CAW
OPS MOAT
AMOCO,1 MI 5

AN AS &CO.
6we&tii
217
Brosomw
Padirsh Ko Dal 443-3646

By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—The
tall white column stands like a
frosted Christmas tree, flocked
with sparkles and adorned with
neat rows of lights through
many windows; Capitol Avenue
has a new glitter and gleam in
holiday dress, and everywhere
in Frankfort is a special glow
for the yuletide.
Frankfort's new Capital
Plaza is a 28-story exclamation
mark punctuating the horizon.
At its foot, the largest fountain
of its kind in the world sprays
beauty and color to highlight
what one observer described as
"almost a marble palace. It's
beautiful."
The observer remembered
the area as it was a few years
ago, old and drab. Harold
('ollins, Lexington artist who
grew up in and around Frnkfort,
added that the handsome plaza
structure stood in a section once
called "Craw."
"Years ago," Collins said,
when a man was serving time,
his family followed him to be
near and to be there when he got
out of- prison. They rented
rooms, or sometimes a single
rooni, whatever was available,
and settled down to wait in
Craw. By the time the man was
released, Craw had become
home and many stayed on."

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eralA
Don't chafe at the bit nor
hurry matters which need time
to develop. Neither be too
opinionated. Listen to the other
fellow's views. He might have
something," as the saying goes.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You have a wonderful chance
now to display your ingenuity
and possibly think up a new way
to present an old idea which
could STILL be feasible if
December 13,4772
properly worked out.
ADULTS..95
GEMINI
NURSERY ..2
( May 22 to June 21)
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Fine planetary configurations
Mrs. Brenda Joyce Bucy and now stimulate your special
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. gifts. Look beyond the imPaula Sue Palmer and Baby mediate for true perspective.
Bray, Rt. 1, Alm,
Intuition should be keen now.
CANCER
Standing in front of a giant
DISMISSALS
Miss Hanet Kay Smith, 111 (June 22 to July 23)
Christmas candle near the
A good day for handling fountain that covers a center
Spruce, Murray, Master
Chester Wayne Garner, Rt. 5, business transactions suc- area, it would be difficult for
Murray, Miss Margarita Ann cessfully and for gaining ground you ta imagine this section as
Davis, Synisonia, Mrs. Cora through some rarely used being a dark, lonesome place of
Mae Henson, Box 14, Dexter, talent. Avoid a tendency toward %gating. The plaza's tall office
Mrs. Myra Lucille Crabtree, Rt. procrastination, however.
structure, sports and con2, Hazel, John Robert Pruitt, LEO
vention center, gift and corn(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44
Rt. 1, Almo, Cecil Garth Fitts,
Favorable aspects stimulate niercial shops, 1500-car parking
815 N. 20th, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
originality and some chance- area and distinctive landAnn Byers, Hardin, Mrs. taking — if
REASONABLE! scaping destine it as a future
Tommie Elizabeth Thorn, S. Don't go out on the proverbial tourist attraction in a city that
8th, Murray, Mrs. Paula Faye limb and DO avoid extremism. abound in landmarks.
Coonies, 1115 College Cts., VIRGO
Many school children tour
Murray, Mrs. Constance Addie-a-takug. 24 to
Frankfort and the Capitol
Lee Wallsachlaeger, 1339
Don't become flustered over during warm months when
Johnson, Murray. Mrs. Cora
-cloudy" situations. Your good flowers bloom and lawns are
Mae Smith, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs. judgment should tell you
how to brilliant green but a holiday
Roxie Lee Morrii,- Box 65, overcome. You can melt opview of this city is unlike any
Lynnville, Mrs. Alice Faye position with a sense of humor.
other.
Walls and Baby Boy, 506 LIBRA
The Capitol Floral Cock with
Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Alice (Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Elaine Cope and Baby BOY Rt.
Take a dignified approach to-- Christmas flowers and greens is
I. Fancy Farm, Mrs. Nell all problems now. In personal even more striking than in
Neubaguer,
1101
Cir- relationships, there may be sammer,and the giant yule tree
carama, Murray, Mrs. Lonnie some differences to recognize, in front of the Capitol glows with
special brightness—or is it that
Tennessee Eldridge, 214 Irvan, cope with.
Christmas tide with its warmth
Murray, Mrs. Muria Poll SCORPIO
and beauty makes the view
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Brandon, 815 Hurt, Murray,
A time for conjuring up brighter inside your heart.
something new, bolstering your
You can walk on any street in
enthusiasm, anything to adOld
Frankfort and have the
vance your status. If you strive
conscientiously, you can gain feeling of walking with history;
you can greet Governor Ford at
Looking for ways of changing
the ultimate in rewards.
furnishings you already have.
the Cpaitol and shake hands
SAGITTARIUS
Try cutting the legs down or off
with history being made.
old pieces of furniture. This will ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 44Filkt
)
but
piece.
a
new
create
only
not
Some expansion indicated;
Homes in the capital are
it may also give the furniture a
retrenching needed in other colorful, from tiny cottages set
new function. For example, a
areas. Be equal to your on side streets to historica
Wapping,
obligations. You have an innate buildings
on
sense of propriety; make it
work potently.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
You can advance through
association with those who can
increase your knowledge and
stimulate your talents. Lofty
Circling the fashion issue this
aims and steadfast endeavor
will lead to an enviable success. fall, you'll find new leather belts
a in the center of the styling news.
AQUARIUS
They are softer, narrower —
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Especially favored now: and are a vital part of the more
Students, teachers, artists, classic fashions women will be
technicians. Make the most of wearing.
In the treatment of the imyour skills and adaptability.
Even if gains seem slow in portant buckle, new closings
also serve the cause of softness.
coming, take all in stride.
Leather-covered buckles, for
PISCES
example. can create an elegant,
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Use good judgment in what more classic look When gold or
you say and do now. Efforts will silver is used, the buckle is most
be judged first on content and.ragle_n_ smaller than in the past
intent, then on quantity. and more -iffsereetty styled. General prudence and dis- Other buckle materials in
dressy mood are ivory,
cretion stressed.
lacquered plastic, cloisonne and
YOU BORN TODAY are tortoiseshell
destined for leadership in
Another trend reflecting the
whatever career you choose, softer belt picture is the contour
and your choices are many — belt With the "body language"
depending upon inclinations and that today's clingier clothes are
education, of course. Extremely speaking contour belts that hug
versatile, you could excel in
large business and (or) the waist are again available in
financial undertakings, in the a variety of supple leathers.
For dress-casual costumes,
law, statesmanship, science
( especially
medicine), a handsome choice is the plaited
literature or music. Personally, or braided belt in soft suede or
you are endowed with an out- glove leather. These appear as
I up to one inch in
standing love for
your narrow sashes
fellowman, a philosophical width), or as slightly wider
outlook on life and a dry but belts with self-leather or metal
delightful wit. You make buckles.
To boldly accent sporty
friends easily and keep them for
a lifetime. You are extremely costumes, there will still be
independent and naturally many of the wider belts —
rebellious of restraint, however. mostly in harness, suede or
Birthdate of: Edward M. brushed, waxy and antiqued
Stanton, American jurist, leathers. Decorative touches to
set off these leathers run to
statesman.
heavy stitching, pens, twoYOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
tones, and metallic cutouts set
F OR Ian MR a personal 110 Pape
fortcaSf on health, wealth, love and
in around the belt. In buckle
marriage, send St 00 plus 15 cents in
design, double buckles are
con tor postage and hanouno to
Horoscope Book Oepartmerd, Rot 171
sometimes seen, and hooks or
Old Chelsea Statton, New Yo,S. N
other types of hardware
10011. mentor:1n ing 15,5 newspalfer
Print your NAME, ADDRESS *pH,
closures may be used in place of
ZIP and DATE OF 8,12TH(lo be syrir
YOU Ott the rtgINI forecast lot' your
a buckle

Hospital Report

:Santa
comes early to
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Wilkinson, Washington, St.
Clair and Main streets. And
there is the Corner of
Celebrities where, it is said,
naire distinguished men lived
than on any similar tract of land
in the United States.
Christmas trees bedecked
with colored lights and visible
through windows create a
flickering beauty and townspeople choose this tithe of year
to take their own walking tours
of Frankfort.
Decorations vary from twigs
of holly sprigged with red
berries in the tradition of 1792,

to modern metal mobiles from
which dangle space age ornaments—yet traditional decor
is in the main in Kentucky's
capital.
With tradition so much a part
of the capital, holiday visitors
can walk streets immortalized
by the watercolors and oils of
19th-century impressionist Paul
Sawyier, whose winter scenes
depict the snows of an oldfashioned Christmas.
Gen. James Wilkinson obtained a charter for Frankfort
from the Virginia legislature in
1786 and built the first house—a

log cabin—in what would late
become the capital city. The
early settler planned streets as
thoug he envisioned the town's
important future.
There are the days of
Christmas in Frankfort. If you
have a day of leisure during the
holidays, why not drive to the
capital and see the city at its
brightest. Walk or drive along
its streets and absorb its
history. Visit the Capitol and,
for a contrast with the old, tour
the Capital Playa.
Frankfort has much to offer
winter visitors.

Season's Greetings

tit

Gordon's Fruit Market
HIGHWAY 94, EAST OF MURRAY

"A Good Place To Go for All Your Christmas
Fruits, Candy, Nuts"
Several truck loads being hauled fresh for Christmas! I have
bought at a lower price this year, so I'm offering my fruit
at a bargain price to you!
Here are just a few of the prices for this week:
Big, Beautiful Vine-Ripened

TOMATOES 15

Florida

TANGERINES
dot$

I ave many ot er largains, suc as these:
Big Selection
of Big

NAVEL ORANGES - PONKANS
GRAPEFRUIT (Pink White)APPLES (Various kinds)
TANG ELOES
You
Can Buy Any Of This By The Bushel or Box At A
Greater Savings!!
WE MAKE FRUIT BASKETS BY ORDER
You Can Save Here This Year!!

Open Till 9 p.m. Till Christmas
(a.Abrertlaw.00)

1A4hvetimen.of

New Fall-13elts

Circle Fashion

Make
stiff boots
part of
your past
Gone are ,the days it took
to break in a pair of new
boots. Now, Roblee's
pure-comfort construction..
Jets your boots flex when .
your feet flex—right
from the start. Lighter
weight leathers carry
high lustre antiquing
and add even more
comfort. Step into a
pair. The taller heel
and broad toe will
have you stepping
out in style.

ADAMS
SHOE STORE
Downtown
Murray

iodlac sign/

fuss
MADE FRO

1. Kodac
2. Color

3. POLA
Color
,f
I C

keep f
en.

Kodecotor
glossy

Nor
Tripl

LIrm

Gen
POW

Greetin s fro m Mrs. Clause, the little
lady from North of Murrayvery
busy these days canning cash in the
lobby of the Bank of Murray. However,
she isn't too busy to invite yop to visit the
HOLIDAY ROOM which is open during
banking hours at the Main Bank Office
4th at Main, December 18th thru 22nd.

Two spra
ma pies
Magnified
tells wh
steam-ye
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hat would later
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ioned the town's
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the days of
rankfort. if you
eisure during the
not drive to the
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or drive along
nd absorb its
the Capitol and,
with the old, tour
aza.
as much to offer
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AT

SUPER

SAVE

PRICES!

Big K will be Open from 9 a.m. til 10:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. & 1-6 Sunday

until Christmas for your shopping convenience.

Great "New Look"

PANT
SUIT

Nylon

RIB TOPS

ket
istmas
Your choice of a
long sleeve with
pleats and crochet
trim, short sleeve,
u-neck with ruffle
or long sleeve, uneck with ruffle.All
in solid colors in S,
M, L and XL.

as! I have
my fruit

eek:

Soft and Short
and
Saucy

CORDUROY

' INES
1

PANTS
00
Reg. 6.66
100% cotton corduroy with contour
waist, fly front,
pockets. Ideal for
partying
holiday
Sizes 8 to 16 tri assorted colors.

(Various Kinds)

he little
is very
I in the
owever,
visit the
during
k Office
ru 22nd.

0

DREAMY
SLEEPWEAR
266

Denim weave stretch jacket with red
stitch trim has 2 button cuff and
double front pockets. Matching flare
pants with pockets. Machine washable and no irony 50°a polyester and
50% nylon. Sizes 8 to 16. Great for
holiday partying!

Smooth
vinyl
uppers
wipe clean with a cloth!
Pretty cutout with front
lace tie. Sizes tp 10 in
black.

Crinkle

Choice of 2: flirty little number barely held
together at waist,
. with satin ties. Black
face edging, bikinis; saucy peek-a-boo
style (shown) with black pleating, falls
open to reveal bikinis. Both in pink, black,
flarne, purple and blue in S, M and L.

General Electric
CAN OPENER

BOOTS
8

O

Glossy patent uppers
with scidhe nklac
heeltof the •
knee.
lining. Sizes to 10 in
/
black or brown.

Ideal for her gift! Fingertip
control opens can in seconds. Removable cutting assembly for easy cleaning.

Model

E CI8

111
Sill COLN
skit

;POW

PHOTO
FRAME
-

AND
liktoutoki mod stemmt

..tt ^."

Special Savings
Color accented gold braid sparkles the empire waist of this 40 denier nylon gown and
the matched nylon quilted robe. Maridarin
collar and 3-way belt add to robes fashion
flair, gripper closing for ease! Choose
\ from shy violet, dynasty red, soft turquoise.
_Sizes small, medium and large.

KNIT TOPS

Brushed Tricot

Reg. 3.54

2 ler $kk48 7 3 fsr $1.11
MADE ROSA YOUR
1 Adds< olce Negative
2 Color Slide
3. POLAROID Of Other
SOapShat
Co
if, POLAROID or Coto Snap
shot add 51 0.0 per order 4o,
• copy negat.vr - yours to
keep for future repnnt and
emlarnments
•Entarasonent made en FON Pret,
StIk•Firolsh paper .1 made fro.Kodecokw regain, or • snapshot
On glossy stock d made from khde

MUSICAL
JEWEL BOX

LONG GOWN

The greatest thing going
with knit tops popped
over todays fashions.
Flat knit with round neck
in contrasting color and
lace up front. Other
styles not shown. Sizes
S, M and L in all colors.

744
Give her this lovely Italian-finished,
musical
box for Christmas! A
place to keep all her
treasures.

Keep cozy while waiting
for Santa! Long gown
with elastic short sleeve
and high tie neck. S, M
and L in lovely colors.

Sunbeam
2-SLICE TOASTER

Radiant control automatically adjusts itself to
all kinds of toast and reheats toast too!

Model T65

Norelco
VIP

Triple Header

2
Limit 1

VIPr shve
Adjil
:
i('
trs Tour9 v:trOlpfT;grort„anrtsonalized shavingno matter
what his beard problems! Features
famous floating head, self-sharpening blades and coil cord! For someone you really want to have the best,
buy this Christmas star!

\

Schick
WARM
'N
CREAMY

Favorite Topping!

_

SMOCKS

197
Model M12

General Electric
POWER STEAM
IRON

Polka dot, short sleeve
smock with solid yoke
and
pockets and tie
neck. 4 other different
styles to choose from.
Sizes S, M and L in assorted colors.

Model F95AV
Two spray settings..." Perma press and regular".
Magnified water window
tells when to refill. 39
steam-vent soleplate.

Bel Air Shopping Center
ACRES OF FREE PARKING

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Sunbeam
STAND-UP MIXER

Unlimited settings for
all your mixing needs,
from low-power stirring
to high-power whipping.

753-8777

A gift of luxuryl
3 temperature dispenser with moisturizer and cleanser.
Model 86
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Peking disclaims designs
on overseas Chinese
By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
HONG KONG - Countries
in Southeast Asia with large
Chinese minorities can rest
easy: Peking has made it
dear that it wants overseas
Chinese communities everywhere to be loyal citizens of
their adopted homelands.
For the first time since the
cultural revolution began in
1966, China recently clarified
its attitude toward the 21 million Chinese who live in areas
other than Cana or Taiwan.
Apparently the clarification
is part of Peking's new
•'smiles diplomacy" and is intended to reassure several
Southeast Asian countries, in
particular. that China has no
designs on their overseas Chinese populations.
The clarification came in a
statement by Yeh Chien-mg,
the senior military man in
China these days and a close
associate of Chinese Premier
Chou
Speaking to a group of
-compatriots, overseas Chinese and foreign nationals of
Chinese descent" who were in
China for the country's National Day observance, Yeh
renwrked.
The Chinese nationals in
various parts of the world
have always respected the
sovereignty and law of the

countries in which they reside. Over a long period of
time, they have lived in
friendship with the local people and contributed their
share to the development of
economy and culture there.
We hope that they will make
more contributions in promoting the friendship between the
Chinese people and the people
of the countries in which they
reside."
Addressing himself to Chinese from the United States
and Canada, Yeh referred to
them as "foreign nationals of
Chinese descent" instead of
the usual -patriotic overseas
Chinese from abroad.
You are kinsmen of the
Chinese people," Yeh told the
North American visitors.
"You have adopted the nationality of other countries of
your own accord and we have
no objection to your choice.
We would like to see you
make contributions to your
countries and to the promotion of the friendship between
the people of your countries
and China."
Although this attitude is
very similar to the one that
existed just prior to the outbreak of the cultural revolution, its restatement at this
time is particularly significant.
The reason rests partly with
the fact that a number of

Southeast Asian countries
with economically, if not numerically, important Chinese
minorities have become concerned over what impact China's new standing in the world
might have on the overseas
Chinese communities.
Yeh has thus made it clear
that China wants those communities to fully integrate
themselves in their adopted
lands and not look to China for
protection.
This is likely to be welcome
news to the overseas Chinese
themselves as well as their
adopted homelands.
The reason is that most do
not readily identify with either Communist China or Taiwan. Most would prefer to become truly part of the countries in which they reside and
in which an increasingly large
proportion were born.
Furthermore, with economic nationalism on the upswing
in several Southeast Asian nations, the pressures on the
overseas Chinese to identify
more closely with their
adopted lands are mounting.
No doubt the Chinese leadership is aware of this trend
and, though sincere in its disclaimer of any interest in the
overseas Chinese groups in
those countries, has felt compelled to restate China's position on the overseas Chinese
question.

By GEORGE W. CORNELL. .
AP Religion Writer
PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.
( API - In an Eskimo igloo,
two seals look up at the newborn babe; a dogsled and team
stand outside in the snow; Under a rugged cliff in Utah, an
Indian iitaiden holds the infant.
In a thatched hut among palm
trees in Africa, a black Mary
cradles a black Christ child.
These are among the multinational images of The Nativity as depicted in an unusual
collection of settings carved in
wood by a German artist, Albert Fehrenbacher, who started
the immense, painstaking task
as a prisoner of war in Russia.
-It signifies how the living
Christ breaks down all barriers
of race, nation and culture,"
says Fehrenbacherosillo-a,,tall,
thin nian whose deep-set, Somber eyes still bespeak the ordeal he endured. .
His elaborate group of carvings, called the "Creche of All
Nations," has been displayed
extensively in a continuing tour
of.ehurches in this country, including the Parkridge, N.J.,
Methodist Church today and
Saturday and St. Stephen's
Episcopal Church in Port
Washington, N.Y., this Sunday
to Tuesday.
The detailed scenes, each set
in its- own diorama' background, include hundreds of

BLONDIE
I Ti.4JkWE SHOULD SET As-DE
ONE DAN' EACw YEAR
ro WONOCZ YOU
A.4C, CALL ir
.
DITI-IERS

DAY'

tiny wooden figures - people,
animals, trees, plant life, furniture and utensils, each styled
arid outfitted according to the
place represented.
In the varied scenes, the infant Christ is shown in a tent
beside the ruins of a Hindu
temple in India, in a wateronill
shed in the snow-clad Black
Forest 1,f Germany, in the
arms of a Japanese woman sitting beside a tea table, in a
lean-r surrounded by cactus in
Peru, on a South Pacific island.
•"l'hey depict the Nativity as
seen by different peoples in
various cultures and countries
the world," says Fehrenbacher. In SUM, he adds, they
synits,lize Chisist as "Lord of
the universe," drawing all
people together in love and
brotherhood.
"It is my own testimony to
Christ as one who can break
down all barriers holding men
asunder and who alone can reconcile all men everywhere,"
he says.
The carvings grew out of a
harsh experience._ Fehrenbacher, a woodcarver drafted into
the German army in World
War IL was sent to the Russian
front, where he was captured
and held prisoner for five years
at a camp 500 miles north of
Moscow.

In the first winter, 70 per
cent of his fellow prisoners
died. As a defense against the
misery of prison life, he began
carving from scraps of wood
picked up in the prison compound, using nails and bits of
broken Metal he found as tools.
"It rescued me from despair,"
he says.
After his release in 1949, he
carved 13 additional Nativity
scenes in differing settings,
using a uncroscope for much of
the work to achieve the exactingly fine detail. The fiores
are scaled precisely to one-fiftieth of life-size, including tiny
birds and tree leaves.
Fehrenhacher, who presently
also works as a model maker
at the Brooklyn Museum, says
he wants to sell the display which was appraised by one art
dealer at $75,000 but fof which
he asks 912,500 - so he can devote full time to carving another set on a much larger scale.
"It would be the culmination
of my life's work," he says.
TANK 'CAPPED'
ESHER, England (API - A
motorist who pulled into a service station in Surrey complained of unusual noises coming from the back of his car.
But a mechanic soon sorted
things out
The dnver's son had left a toy
tank in the trunk - the movement of the car caused caps in
the gun to fire

BEATLE BAILEY
Ili. BET
I CAN Cgtot
m'•15ELF
TWENTv
TtmE5

BEETLE

AV LOOK!
FiREFL.4161
Graz A JAR?

AND 1'4Es' 6T1LL
THERE% A
OEXUAL a-VC/LUTON
&ONG ON
TNINK.

Nature for the blind
LANSING, Mich. a PI i Michigan's first braille nature
trail was opened recently at the
Fenner Arboretum here. MOM
than 200 cedar!salts and 3,6011
feet of ripe guide blind and
partially sighted persons along
a r te which features 2.1 points
of interest. Plans are also being
made for use of portable
cassette tape players for person,
oho are unable to read braille.
A crocodile can eat just as
well under water as on land

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

111111

IIlIHhIlUhUIIiIIiIiIIIiiIiiiiI
NANCY
THIS ONE IS PER
LOOK AT ALL THE ROOM
UNDER IT FOR
PACKAGES

•ty,

LW ABNER
TO DECIDE
IF SALOME
,
/ HAS ONE
INGREDIENT 71-3AT'S MISSiNG
FROM McGLUT TON'S BURGERS-THE ONLY WAY

- R3R THE
COURT TO
FIRST EAT A
McGLUTTON
BURGER
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1 A state (abbr )
4 Head (abbr.)
6 Fragment
_1„1_14.1s_sive
13 Ached
15 Postscript
(abbr)
16 Prayers
18 Conjunction
19 Quiet'
21 legume
22 Dines
24 Abound
26 Grate
28 Beverage
29 Eagle's nest
31 Space
33 Man's
nickname
34 Units
36 Undergrourx1
part of plant
38 Sun Rod
40 Allowance for
waste
42 Burdens
45 New Deal
agency (inn )
47 Distance
measure
19 Woody plant
50 Part of
church
52 Father
54 Printer's
Measure
55 Prefix: down
56 PNititude
59 Faroe Islands

4 Man's
nickname
5 Mote arid
6 Patron
7 Container
8 Ascend
'9 lddeTdtfl'
article
10 Pounding
.instrument
12 Preposition
14 Gave medicine
to
17 District in
Germany
20 Courageous
person
23 Cooled lava
24 Symbol for
tantalum
25 After dinner
candy
27 Body of water
30 Weird
32 DO,able
35
of time
1

2

3

Marland's influence
lingers on in USOE

He was, in effect, "fired"
for trying to do his job and for
complaining that he and his
A management specialist
division had been required to
BOUGHT WEEKLY
with four years' high school
be party to what he charged
teaching experience and little
were illegal procedures; to
Monday through Friday at
as a school administrator is
acquiesce to political influmy home on Highway 641, 3
likely to be the next COITLIDaence and to allow incompetent
miles south of Murray.
sioner of education.
management. r
He is John R. Ottina, a 41Supported by`a letter signed
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
year-old Californian who
by more than a dozen coljoined the U.S. Office of Eduleagues, Filipy fought the
Phone 753-3375
cation as deputy commissioncarefully engineered and
er for development in Decemtimed trip by refusing the deber, 1970, and who last year" tail and by demanding an imWANT TO BUY: 800 Bales of hay,
was named deputy commismediate hearing. A Civil Ser- preferably delivered. Call 753sioner of planning, evaluvice hearing examiner rec- 3619 or 753-7400.
D19C
ation, and management.
ommended that Filipy be reOttina is being pushed for
instated and he is expected
SEVERAL RICKS of firewood
the nation's top school job by
back on the job shortly.
Sidney P. Marland Jr., the
Those wise in the ways of call after 5:00 p.m. 753-9895. DISC
former commissioner, who
bureaucracy say Filipy won a
recently was promoted to asPyrrhic victory because once A LATE model Ford or
sistant secretary of health,
the power structure wants you Furgerson tractor. Phone 75IIeducation _40cl ... welfare for
out, you're out.
2987.
D19C
education. •
Meanwhile, HEW supLittle ts known about Otposedly is going through the
tina's views, but it is reasonmotions of investigating the
Antique Clocks
able to expect Marland to recserious allegations Filipy
ommend someone who shares
made against Marland, Ottina
buy and sell old clocks,
We
his opinions and who would aland the awarding of contracts
cases, works and parts.
low Marland to continue his
and i,rar•.s.
Over 150 in stock. We
influence in his former office.
repair clocks. J & B Music
It also is unlikely that MarCenter, 753-7575.
land would support someone
who did not hold his pro-busing views and devotion to
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
massive, expensive educaattic junk, or anything of value.
tional parks to span municipal
FRANKFORT, Ky.- Phone 436-2135.
December28C
boundaries.
The prospect of Marland's Furniture and carpeting are
continued domination of the "big-ticket" items. Since WANT TO BUY, used color TV
USOE is of great concern to substantial money is involved in Antenna with mast and rotor.
their purchase, they are Call 436-2289.
some congressmen and many
D2ONC
senators, some of whom ap- frequently bought on an inproved his nomination to get stallinent plan or on time
AUTOS FOR SALE
hirn out of that office.
payments.
Ottina has been acting comIf you plan to shop for these
1967 CHEVROLET custom
missioner since Marland's
major items, be a well-informed
promotion and recently dis- and cautious buyer. Don't be pickup,6 cylinder, straight shift,
low mileage. Phone Jerry Mctinguished himself by trying
wise with pennies and foolish
Coy, 492-8837 or after 6:00 p.m.
to "fire" Ronald L. Filipy, with dollars.
head of the USOE's contracts
D19C
Most families buy rooniture at 753-3045.
and grants division. Filipy
-least twice. The first purchase 1971
complained too much, disis made at the time oi marriage, clean, VOLKSWAGON-Sound,
one-owner, Super-Beetle,
closed some of the division's
usually, and the second when 27,000 miles.
questionable and perhaps illeThis is a good car,
--gal activities and refused to children reach their early or $1600.00. Gilbertsville 362mid-teens.
The
first
set
of
play the role of back-scratch4348,
D18P
furniture may be relatively
---trig -bureaucrat.
This scandal-ridden divi- inexpensive, but is should be' 1966 RAMBLER American
sturdy enough to last 12 to 15 Station Wagon. 6 cylinder,
sion that dispenses nearly $1
years.
billion annually in contracts
automatic. Good condition. Call
and grants has been under
We advise all consumers to Is after 5 p.m. 753-5889.
D18C
continuous investigation by
wary of such
terms
"warehouse," discount," os 1965 FORD - station wagon,
Rep. Edith Green, D-Ore,
Filipy, a 49-year-old attor- "wlvilesale. "Some of these Country Squire, V-8 automatic.
ney and management expert offer legitimate discounts, but, Excellent condition, Phone 436with more than a dozen years' to be on the safe side, compare 2427,
DISC
experience in military pro- discount prices with those 'at
curement, was asked to head
other stores.
1970 CHRYSLER, Newport
the division under Ottina in
Be sure the ffrice includes Custom, 2 door hardtop. Low
February, 1971. He was to
delivery and placement in your mileage and equipment loaded.
clean up an office that awards
home. If guarantees are of- Phone 436-2427,
D111C
only 10 per cent of its con- fered, get them in writing and
tracts and grants by competi- read the contract carefully.
1969 TWO door Olds 98, one owner
tive bid. Croyisrn and politics
The first rule in shopping for power brakes, steering, airaccount for the balance.
rugs and carpeting is 'to buy conditioned,
radio. Low mileage,
Filipy's recommendations from a
reputable dealer- good tires, excellent condition.
were rejected or pigeonholed
someone who values having you Phone 753-3431.
as fast as he made them. This
D20C
as a customer and who hopes to
last July, he took the highly
keep you satisfied.
unusual step of filing a formal
Most complaints
from
grievance and request for
dissatisfied customers involve
hearing with Ottina, Marland
Pianos-Organs
advertising of carpet at a very
and HEW Secretary Elliot
low price, followed by an atSee why more people buy
Richardson.
Wurlitzer than any other
ten ipt to switch the customer to
That quieted things for
piano
Sales Service-Rental
a higher-priced merchandise.
awhile and Ottina gave Filipy
purchase Practice piano and
If
you
studios ALB Music Center,
some sorely needed manpowpurchase wall-to-wall
Murray, PC y 753 7575
er to monitor contracts and
carpeting, as many people do at
grants. But on Oct. 5, Ottina
this time of year, you will
stopped in Filipy's office to
probably sign a contract. Your PIANO
TUNING -Repair give Fihpy a memo.
contract should include: the rebuilding. Prompt expert serEffective the following day, manufacturer's name or vice_15 years experience.
Rebuilt
Filipy was sent to an obscure
trademark; style, number. pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
office for 120 days, the Civil
pattern or trade name of car- Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753Service equivalent of Siberia. pet; color;
fiber content; in- 8911.
December28C
stallation charge; description
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
0000 M000 00M of padding; size or total number
Music Lessons
=MO =MO 00M of square yards; and price per
Professional teachers of
000000 OM M00 square yard. The full cash
Piano. organ, voice, guitar,
0000 MO333 price, less your deposit, should
accordion, drums and band
33=0300 UM
instruments J & 13 Music
00330 UM0 000 also be stated and, if.bought on
Center, Murray, Ky
'51
7575
tEl 0300030 mr3 installment, the carrying
MMM 030 3041 charges must be shoWn. 0M 000000
If you
have a consumer
MMMOM 30MM
complaint
or problem, call the ATTENTION t'llUliCHES: like
MOO 10 110011
Consumer Hotline, tollfree, at 1- nee -Hammond Organ. Save
MO3 M00 OU
$800.00-idome 618-745-6195. 1)Z3C
0312
800-372-2960.
MOM 33

'15

Biblical weed
Highways
Bee
Decorate
lower in rank
Compass
point
46 Con unction
48 Evaporates
3

--'s.,s, .
".
AV

,
25
0,26
•....
,1.7
30 . 31
!::

29

Si
53
Si
58

Black
Girl s name
land measure
Babylonian
deity
60 Worm
67 French artic I•
64 Communist
Party (abbr
7

8

A1
A13
A
17

:-;.l6

4

39

Tavern
45
Makes into Jaw
Grants use of
50
A continent
(abbr)
55
67 Fouttike part
6)
63
65
66

,, .v..40
i.a.:;.:
''S
S. • 47
46

63

61
65

0
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Call
753-1916

0 BUY

Call

Sett it With A Classified Ad

753-1916
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•

FOR SALE
EEKLY
h Friday at
ghw ay 641, 3
Murray.

OEMAKER
3-3375
800 Bales of hay,
ered. Call 753D19C
KS of firewood
U. 753-9895. D18C

Aluminum Sheets

II old clocks,
• and parts.
stock. We
• J & B Music
7575.

25' each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

Y old furniture.
nything of value.
December28C

HOG FEEDERS for sale. Call
after 5:00 pin. 489-2691.
D19C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
ROLET custom
der, straight shift,
Phone Jerry Mcor after 6:00 p.m.
D19C
SWAGON-Sound,
ner, Super-Beetle,
This is a good car,
rtsville 362D18P
RI ER American
gon, 6 cylinder,
ood condition, Call
53-5889.
DISC

FOR SALE

station wagon,
ire, V-8 automatic.
ndition. Phone 436DISC

By Owner

Apartment House

SLER, Newport
r hardtop. Low
equipment loaded.
7.
DAC

5 Apts. Completely
Furnished
•Good Income
•Permanent Renters
•Priced Reasonable
for Quick Sale
Phone 753-1257

ir Olds 98, one owner
es, steering, airradio. Low mileage,
excellent condition.
31.
1320C
sic

$-Organs
more people buy
than any other
ales Service Rental
Practice piano and
J&B Music Center,
Ky 753-7575.

163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
barn, rental house, pasture, and
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
base, only $26,000, call owner,
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC

TUNING--RepairPrompt expert serrs experience. Rebuilt
sale. Ben W, Dyer,
entucky. Phone 753December22C

Real Estate
FOR /SALE
By Owner: 3 bedroom
brick near shopping
center and elementary
school, has carpeting,
large tile bath and
shower, garage, patio,
fenced backyard, paved
drive, kitchen equipped
with
range,
refrigerator, garbage
disposal, dishwasher.
Utility equipped with ,
washing machine.
Phone 753-5763 or 7531323.

ic Lessons
onal teachers of
rgan, voice, guitar.
n, drums and band
fits J & B Music
Murray. Ky. 753

ON CHURCHES: like
mond Organ. Save
aie 618-745-6195. D23C

TED

it TIMES

N-O-T-I-C-C-E
TVs and Stereos are sold in drug stores, discount and
variety stores and even dry goods stores . ..

White 5" Aluminum Baked On Enamel Paint Never Needs Painting!

BUT.. .
Where and When can you get service on them?
Be a wise Buyer and ask about your service!

Call Now for Lower Winter
Prices!!
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TV SERVICE CENTER

CHRISTMAS TRUCKLOAD STEREO
& SEWING MACHINE SALE
- SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES on Famous Morse and Electrophonic Console and
Component Stereo Sets

"We Service What We Sell"
0 2972 by Ilmted

"THI6 16 OUR VERY LA1E5T, Tile
'CABINET MEMSER'. -THE HARD RAT
IS OPTIOKJAL."

25 year guarantee on all new sewing machines. No down
payment and easy monthly terms on any item in our store
YOU PAY NOTHING UNTIL NEXT YEAR.

Spiders
Termites
Eat Your Home,lies
/1111*Ii1101
1•
.
c-3
.
1
0'
Roaches
Carry Germs
113111

DISCOUNT SEWING & STEREO CENTER

SALE
Pianos & Organs
BALDWIN
KIMBALL
We've got the finest
selection and best prices.

Prices Stan at

$4440°

Ph. 492-8812

includes bench & delivery

CONRAD'S
Pianos & Organs

1

PES1" CONTROL

AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating,
Company. Phone 7537266.
January 1IC

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round,..Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

1

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce \

PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED craftsman Piano Technician
1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor Pointer, Irish setter, Llewelyn Guild.
TFC
and transmission like new. Phone setter. phone 753-7585
DISC
753-6637.
TFC evening.

A Perfect Christmas Gift . . .

ORBY V4ch
A SHAG RUG SPECIALIST

that adjusts to all carpets by being an upright
and a hose type cleaner too.
Phone 767-6295 for FREE Demonstration
MATERNITY clothes size 1012,
Summer and Winter. Phone 7538376.
D19C
WEIMARANER puppies, AKC
litter: Phone 753-4647.
D22C
BEDROOM SUITE $50.00;
Dinette Set,-$50.00 Coucn_,$50,00.
tell good condition. Phone: 7533234
D22C

Reward-s500°°

Clawson, Mick

CiT RID OC

Ph. 443-6453

\\
so'

COLLIE PUPPIES, Beagles
puppies. Only a few left, make
your selection now. Will make
nice pets. Phone 753-1348. DISC

Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St.

Murray

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
1962 10x52 Liberty Mobile Home. carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
All electric. Extra nice. Call 479- 753-7625 nights.
TFC
2789.
TFC FREE'
ESTIMATE on septic tank
BASSETT HOUNDS puppies. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
AKC registered. Also AKC
WORLD ELECTRONICS
registered German Shepard .MALL.
307 N. 4th 753-6091
puppies. Will make nice
RADIO, TELEVISION
Christmas gifts. Phone 753SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
019C
SPECIALIZING IN C13 & CAR
RADIO REPAIR
REGISTERED IRISH setter
male 1 year old. Phone 328-8275,
HAULING DONE; including
Sedalia,
D22P garbage in county. Lowest

prices. Also newspapers from
BEDROOM SUITE with half bed,
residences hauled free, if buncomplete with springs and
D20C
Phone 753-7450.
mattress. Electric cook stove, dled.
Oak dresser, pie safe, trunks.
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
Call 435-4042.
D19P
AND
COMPOSMON ROOFING
When the weather outside
OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
is frightful, our HomeBuilding and remodeling.
Made ice cream is still
Phone 354-6567
delightful!! 20 cents & 30
cents, qt. 79 cents, gallon
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
I 753 4953
$2.98.
Alb,
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
TFC
753-5933.
10 GALLON and 5 gallon
quarium, with stand. Fully
equipped. Phone 753-8260. MC

ANTIQUE EDISON cylinder
phonograph, in good playing
condition. A -few cylinders also
included. Phone 753-9458.
DISC THREE NEW handmade quilts:
two dutch girls; light 81 star
ONE 12 x 52 2 bedroom mobile diamond; sailboat, $25.00 each.
D21NC
home. Take over payments. Call 1 Benton)527-8819.
Phone 437-4710.

4

PESTS

FIREWOOD for sale, free
TFC
delivery. Phone 753-8078.

Paducah, Ky

619 Bwy.

MASSEY FERGUSON 300 with
cab, robot, chopper, pick-up reel.
Good condition $2,850.00. 1 HC 503
Hydrostatic Drive with 13 ft.
header, pick-up, reel, cab, robot,
FOUR BEDROOM ranch style chopper. Cut two crops. $5,250.00.
house, $16,000.00. Phone Robert AC-72-Tandem Axel perfect
D19P condition. Cut about 300 acres.
N. Butler, 753-8590,
$950.00. Freeman Machinery Co.,
SITUATIONS WANTED
Neil Freeman, Phone
Troy
Tenn., 1-901-932-2151 days, 1-901932-3226 nights.
D18C
Young mart, 33, married with
family, seeking employment
in Murray area Born and
raised in Murray Must be
steady at reasonable wage.
Money will be paid to job
accepted. All replies confidential Write P.O. Box 145,

1

CABLEVISION INSTALLATION
for only 99 cents. What an outstanding Christmas gift for your
family. Call Murray Cablevision
at 753-5005 before Dec. 22 and
take advantage of this exciting
offer.
D22C

10 A.M. to 2 P.M. only
Mon. thru Fri.
I Meat,3 vegeta hles & roll
$1.15
Here or Go
753-9953
Triangle Inn

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Drive a little and save a lot because you'll get the best for
less at

Hazel, Ky.

FOR RENT

Ti.P. ii S Pat Oft -AN ,gro,

Morse automatic sewing machines discounted from ;50.00
to $100.00 Sr Hallmark sewing machine cabinets, also
discounted.

0,en from 9-8

Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
We Deliver And Service Anything We Sell
building. Sharp St. near city park
shopping center, city school
hospital, university. Phone 606SCHNARZER
549-2494.
TFC 641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish MINIATURE
tanks, supplies, fish and birds, puppies. AKC registered, top in
non -shed
'BY OWNER; four bedroom toy Poodle puppies and Cockers. personality,
reasonable. Phone Melody,home, with large den, large Phone 753-1862 or 753December23C Ayers Kennels 901-247-3345
private patio, large utility room, 9457.
Buchanan.
D19C
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC
753-6342 nights.

NOTICE

Paris, Tenn.

TEDFORD'S 901-642-7229
Seamless Gutter

8's45' TRAILER valued at $1400,
will sacrifice. See at 10 miles east
on 94, 12 mile past 1551, or write
Box 513 Univ. Sta.
023P

About Our

Y, used color TV
mast and rotor.
D2ONC

No Joints
No Leaks

,BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all
make hearing aids. Wallis
D20C
Drugs.

CALL

NOTICE

Another View

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated luiliber. Also styr(4(ain
Jogs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
1)20C

'del Ford or
'tor. Phone 753-

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

DISC

CLEAN rugs, like new,so easy to
1947 FORD Ferguson tractor, do with Blue Lustre. Rent
with plow, disk, and cuRavors, electric shampooer $1. Big K,
also 2 seater go-cart. Phone 489- Belaire Shopping Center. D23C
2156.
D21C

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate
436-2159, Jim.
January4P

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

BEAUTIFUL spacious Valarah
Lee Apartments, S. 16th. Unfurnished, modern. 2„bedroom.
Carpeted, dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
disposal, air-conditioned. $150.00
per month. 753-3865 or 753D20C
4974. =
3 BEDROOM brick house. Newly
decorated. Utility and storage
space. $125.00 per month. Phone
D18C
436-5580.
1 or 2 bedroom apartment. Fully
furnished, available. , January 1,
1973. Embassy Apartments. Call
753-4131 ;a• 753-6127.
TFC
NEW THREE bedroom brick
apartment, carpet, central heat
and air, range, disposal, washer
and dryer hook up, large lot.
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC

THE RED Geranium Christmas
botique, located 2 miles West of
Barkley Lodge -on Hwy.68 will be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily for those who wish to give
the most discriminating of giftD22NC

ob
Noithile Home Repair
Hwy. 641

Almo, Ky.
Phone 753-0880
For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
DUO-THERM
FIJRN ACESAR
PARTS
It has become essential for Mobile Homes to be
tied down. See us for.

HURRICANE STRAPS and ANCHORS
TWO 3, bedroom houses on
Kentucky Lake. Near New
Concord, electric heat and air
conditioned, also both have
fireplace and large carport. Ont
furnished and one unfurnished
Phone 436-2427.
DISC
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, lcitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartnients, South 16th Street, 7536609.
Jl4C

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well
ONE BEDROOM efficiency
apartment. Couple preferred. See
Mrs Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court located Murray
Drive-In Theatre Entrance. Also
DISC
we have trailers for sale.

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center
W L5 L9 W W. LAW CLIO Le

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
HELP WANTED

MALE or FEMALE:s positions
open for full time day, full time
night. Must be neat clean and IS.
Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
, D20C
FOUR ROOM, apartment, has Chef.
been redecorated. On corner of
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
6th and Popular. Phone 753Murray area. Company car
D18P
4866.
furnished for business and
ONE BEDROOM furnished pleasure. Group hospital and life
apartment, living room and insurance, retirement paid 100
kitchen. Private bath and en- per cent by company. $8,000 to
'trainee. fiiupte- prefeered_ All 812,000 first year potential. Must
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest utilities furnished. 411'.! South 80) have previous sales - experience
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Street. $70.00 per month. Phone fir sales aptitude.Interviews will
be held any day after 5:00 p.in. or
13th Street. -Every day you 753-8294.
020C
on Saturday if necessary. Call
delay lets bugs have their
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
TEC
way."
LOST & FOUND
for appointment.
TFC
THREE ROOM furnished house
with garage, antenna, electric
heat and air conditioner. Inside
city limits. Phone 753-6632. DUIC

EXPERIENCE
SEWING
FOR ALL your additionsmachine mechanic, would
remodeling, residential or IF YOU can't find anything to
ci.lisRler a retires) man a few
ccnimiercial. New or old. Free give your family for Christmas,
ioanths. Call 247-2464 days or 623TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
why not try giving cablevision? 4664 nights,collect. ,
01%
Rest assured it will be very much
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. appreciated. Sign up before IF YOU want help deciding on a
We clean septic tanks, grease December 22 and receive your Christmas gift for your family
traps, all kinds of waste installation for only 99 cents. Call Murray Cablevision is at your
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247- Murray Cablevision at 753-5005 service. Sign up for Cablevision
7048.
December2IC today.
D22C before December 22 and receive
your Installation for oniy 99
Cents. Call Murray Cablevision at
LOST: BLACK leather purse, a 753-5005
today.
1)22Cthe Bake Sale in front of Big K
Saturday. Please return keys REAL ESTATE salesmen. Will
drivers licenSe and contact lens pay draw plus commission. Must
case if 'fotind to Gail Herndon have Kentucky, license and be
plu ate 753-2972.
D'
available to start immediately.
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
Telephone 502-522-8765 or Mail
resume It, P.O. Box 329, Cadiz,
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
REWARD: $25.00 Female Irish Ky. 42211.
029C
Setter; Shawna, 1 year with
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Tallahassee tag. Please call BLACK ANGUS, bull young, old
Ph. 621-2932
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Fred,753-ou1. Lost around North enough for service. Call 753-6052
5th Street.
1)19P after 7 pail. lifevening.
D19P

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

Atir
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Health club and figure control
studio. No investment necessary.
Opperating capitol needed. Interested partieaphoue_753D21C
2962.

UNCLE JOE'S Discount, Dover.
Tenn., has over 99,000 items,
including fire works, of all
kinds.
D211'
tlialle01.111004BallrGrallaacarMalascarar

Don't Forget
Your Pet at
Christmas!
Gift Suggestions
Dog or cat Baskets
Dog sweaters, collars
bones, toys

FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm
aistatimm0ameoenetekaMIP40411111

YOU CAN drive a few miles and
save a few dollars on furniture at
Uncle Joe's Delver,Tenn. D21P

Just Received
Shipment of

-Mini Accutron
FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 So. 4th St.
Murray, Ky

For Christmas
Give a Gift

That Lives
Choose from tropical
fish. Gerbils. Guinea
pigs. Parakeet, mice,
turtles.

FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm

GERALD WALDROP wishes his
many friends and customers a
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
- D2ONC

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale. Wednesday only
10 percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7 00
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Kids used to plan
their own play
Bs HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
Today toys are everywhere.
Drugstores, hardware stores,
supermarkets -- almost anyplace carries them the yearround. Many of them are supposed to be indestructible, but
in reality about the only indestructible thing about them is
the outer wrapping which
usually takes the ingenuity of
an Einstein and the strength
of a Paul Bunyan to remove.
Years ago toys were mostly
reserved for Christmas, or occasionally for birthdays, and
they were far from being indestructible There were real
china dishes, little sideboards
and dressers with real glass
mirrors and dolls with china
or bisque heads."
Both because of the scarcity
of toys and the scarcity of
money,toys weren't easily replaced.
If you broke your doll's
head, then you had a doll with
a broken head and that was
that. Mother might be able to
glue it together again after a
fashion, but it was never the
same. Therefore, you learned
from bitter experience to be
careful.
Most toys were too fragile to
play with outdoors so during
the summer it was necessary
to find some substitute for
them. But that wasn't hard to
do There were plenty of
things to play with if you just

Truman Shows
Improvement;
Still Serious
KANSAS CITY I AP) - Harry S. Truman was slightly improved today and spoke for the
first time in more than a week,
but he remained in very serious
condition.
A spokesman for Research
Hospital and Medical Center,
where Truman was admitted
Dec. 5, said that when asked
how he felt early today, the SSyear-old former president, "All
right."
It was the first time since
Dec. 10 that the hospital had
reported Truman had spoken.
His kidney output remained
inadequate. His weakened heart
reniamed unchanged.
At 10 a.ni. EST, his vital
signs were: pulse 74, blood
pressure
and
130-56
teniperature 98.4.

The Prim
Source of
In Murray
Calloway

Allies Resume Activities In
Effort To Pressure Settlement

LET'S REMINISCE

looked for them.
Clasokneck squash wrapped
in a blanket could be used for
dolls and could stand any
amount of rough usage. If you
broke one, all you had to do
was go into the garden and
pick another one. And you
could have as many squash
children as you cared to pick
- which may have been a
unique way of acquiring a
family, but it had its points.
Tufts of corn silk made excellent horses' tails. Of
course, you had to pretend the
rest of the horse, but goodness
me!
If you couldn't imagine a
horse onto a tail then you
needed to take your imagination out and oil it up to get the
rust out of it.
Sticks laid on the ground
made the stalls and you could
have a whole stable full of
steeds ranging from Shetland
ponies to draft horses, and no
grooming or feeding problems.
If you were interested in
commercial enterprises you
could lay a board across a
couple of boxes and make a
counter and sell all kinds of
"vegetables." These, too,
were to be had for picking, but
you had to remember never,
never, under any circumstances, to try to eat any of
them.
Burdock stalks with the
leaves pulled off looked just
like rhubarb. Plantain, tied in
bunches, was marketed as
spinach. Green catalpa pods
served as string beans and
green nightshade berries
( which really were poisonous I
were used for peas. Horseradish grew wild and you could
pull it up t at least you could
try - the roots ended somewhere in China ) and they became white icicle radishes.
Yarrow heads were cauliflower, fruits from horse nettle were little yellow tomatoes, red berries from asparagus which had gone to seed
were currants and the seeds
from mallow were cheeses.
If you hunted long enough
you could find smooth, white,
oval stones which made good
durable eggs, and milk could
be obtained by breaking the
sterns of milkweed or leafy
spurge and catching the juice
in a cup.
Dandelion leaves and
lambsquarters made excellent greens they really were
edible when cooked) and
"sourgrass," which was also
good to eat, made a tasty
salad.
01 if you cared to take up
farming, you had only to lay a
heavy board on a patch of
green grass and leave it for a
few days. When you removed
it the grass had turned yellow,
and there was a field of wheat
or oats all ready to be harvested. Out came the corn silk
horses and in no time at all the
grain was cut, thrashed and
stacked and your summer's
work was done.
Adult organized play hadn't
been invented then, but it is
doubtful if any adult could
have dreamed up any more
unusual or interesting things
to do than the children themselves did.

After 12 days in Research
Hospital and Medical Center,
Tranian's niost serious problem
is that his kidneys have deteriorated steadily since last Wednesday battrin purifyingobl
and eliminating body waste,
doctors said.
His heart also has been weakened, and his lungs continue
to retain fluid - the ailment
which led him to the hospital.
Trunian's personal physician,
Dr. Wallace Graham, implied
Sunday that he would not risk
damaging Truman's heart by
the use of a renal dialysis - or
artificial kidney - machine,
We cannot jeopardize his
chances for sonic prolongation
by causing an imbalance in any
otontinued from Page 1)
one system," Graham said.
A kidney specialist who also fourth highest in history with 8.6
examined the former president million units.
Sunday said it was his impression that the heart and lung sitMotor vehicle factory sales in
uation prohibits use of the ma- calendar 1971 set a record $27.1
chine.
billion topping 1968 by over $3
After doctors failed to note billion.
improvement It Truman's kidney output for the fourth
motor
U.S.
vehicle
straight day, the amount of manufacturers
543
have
fluid administered Truman facilities located in 243 cities, 35
through a nasal-gastric tube states and the District of
was curtailed.
A hospital spokesman said it,
was hoped the redx:iors.in.lazo
Seventeen of every 20
tiid intake would prevent overt autemebiles on the road have
leading his body with flulds, seine form of emission control.
S
smile of which have collected in
the,lungs.
The automotive industry
The nation's 33rd president accounted for one of every six.was described as in very tons of U.S. steel consump ion
serious condition, but doctors in 1970.
said he was comfortable.
The spokesman said that
California leads nation in new
Truman was somewhat more vehicle registrations with
alert during the day Sunday. marls 938,000 passenger cars
"He seemed to be aware of and 200.000 trucks.
persons in the room," the
4 .spokesman said.. Truman did
Average age of cars in U.S
Dot neap and he remained un- use nears 5.7 years.
able to speak.
Sailing men from the seaport
He was visited by. his wife.
Dhunga, India. used to
Bess, 87; his daughter, Marga- town of
baCidentified by the heavy cotret Truman Daniel, and his siston denim trousers they wore,
ter, Miss Mary Jane Truman, and were called '•Dhungarees"
who is in the-hospital recov- as were the pants That name
ering froni injuries suffered in led to a modern term for blue
a fall.
denim jeans - dungarees

Seen & Heard . .

r

The Bu-Mae Boys, located gospel singers, have just had their first recording released by the
Majesty Record Productions, Memphis, Tenn. The 45 rpm record features the songs, "The &Week-wt.Song I Know" by Albert E. Brumley and "The Lights of Rome" by Ray Wofford. Persons may purchase records from any of the boys who are, left to right. Randy, Gary, and Tony McClure. and
Harold and Kent Bucy. They all reside on Murray Route Five with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
McClure and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Bury.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

You can't apply labels
to Henry Kissinger
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON -- He has
been called Superkraut, Dr.
Strangelove, a pudgy Svengall, a latter-day Metternich
and the second most powerful
man in the world.
None of the labels fits.
For Dr. Henry Kissinger,
President Nixon's national sectuaty adviser, is much too
complex a man to be wrapped
up and pigeon-holed under
any single heading.
But he is one of the most important men in the world today.
The Kissinger intellect,
concepts and beliefs on world
affairs and his ability as a negotiator, are deeply involved
in the process that has
brought both the Vietnam war
and the East-West cold war to
the threshold of settlement.
If both efforts ultimately
succeed Kissinger will without question be one of those
partly responsible for that
achievement.
How much credit he personally should be assigned for
what has been accomplished
so far is a question that will
have to be left for determination by historians of the future. It is not an assessrnent
that yields to instant analysis_
But the sharply etched features of his personality, the
lucidity and logic of most of
his presentations, the body of
his past writings, the depth
and sweep of his historical
grasp and the uniqueness of
his relationship with Mr. Nixon have all contributed to the
progress made and are dearly visible for all to see.

MSU . . .
(Continued from Page
Kay Roach, Michael David
Rose.
Larry Paul Santa Barbara,
Edith Evelyn Sheeks, Jane
Shoemaker, Roy Stephen
Smith, Robert Burrus - Stubblefield, Celia Bea Taylor, Judy
S. Teague,
David Stanley Wall, Robert
Lloyd Weatherly, Barbara E.
Wildey, Brenda Harrison
Wilson, and Larry D. Wisehart.
Master's Degree
Joe H. Allbritten, Lewis
Edward
Saber, Thomas
Williams Crouch, Douglas H.
F.ads, James A. Gibson,
Humayun Latif Harnid, Richard
Wayne Jones.
Luther Dyer Kanipe, Jr.,
Rebecca Hetrick Kanipe„
Barbara Susan Keel, Michael
Carl Keel, Jim L. Kelley.
Jimmie
Roper
Largo,
Patricia Gayle Lassiter, Louise
°dem Morris, John Thornassen
Nutter, Jr., Phyllis Cunningham Orr, Max B.-Russell.
William Clyde Sutton, Jr..,
Robert Dale Taylor, Max Alison
Weaver, and Pearline
Patterson Williams.
Associate Degree
Faye H. Harris

Newsmen particularly are
keenly aware of Kissinger's
ability to turn a humorous
phrase at totally unexpected
moments.
On one occasion a reporter
cited one of Kissinger's past
briefings in asking a question.
Deadpan Kissinger
promptly replied:
"Yes, I read that briefing
and I must say I was quite impressed with it."
On another occasion when
an interviewer asked Kissinger to provide some insights into his own personality
Kissinger shot back: "The
problem is that the essential
sweetness doesn't come

through."
He also volunteered:
-I am accused of being a

Apollo.
(Continued from Page

He !wide three trips between
the spaceship hatch and the instrument bay, returning each
time with a cannister which he
handed to his crewmates, who
were also suited against the vacuum of space.
Two of the cannisters Evans
recovered contained about two
nales of filni from two cameras
which inapii.d and photographed the moon. The third cannister contained film exposed by a
16-ar sounder, a device which
plotted the layers beneath the
ineon's surface by shooting out
X rays and recording their
echo.
Es ans, who trained for
menths to strengthen the amscles (if his forearms and back
for the strain of the space
walk, performed the chore
without difficulty, even taking
time to examine the outside of
the space craft.
-The whole side of the spacecraft is scorched like a son of a
gun," said Evans. "There are
little blisters you can poke your
finger through."
Apollo 17 was aimed perfectly
toward splashdown 400 miles
southeast of Sanwa. Good weather was forecast for the
splashdown and the prime recovery
ship, the
USS
Ticonderoga, was on station
and waiting for return of the
spacemen.
Mission Control told the astronauts their spacecraft was
so perfectly aimed that a
planned course correction on
Sunday was not needed. Another course correction rocket
burn, if needed, has been
scheduled for 4:11 pun, today.
Space officials said all three
of the astronauts were in excellent condition, despite a
complaint from Evans of as
on the stomach.
Doctors discussed the she»,
ach problem with Evans in a
private line conversation early
Sunday, and officials reported
later that Cernan "very emphatically said all wereofeeling
really great."
-

niegalomamac but actually I
am a paranoiac with the pleasure of knowing that in my job
my enemies are real."
On still another occasion he
arrived in the White House
briefing room a little early for
a meeting with correspondents. While he was waiting at
the podium for the room to
settle down,-a -litmus:pan.
casually asked:
!'What have you been doing
lately, Henryl"
He tilted his chin down and
in, peered owlishly out over
t,he top of his horn-rimmed
glasses and said in an exaggerated deep monotone : "I've
been plotting the war."
Encouraged by the ensuing
gales of laughter, he promptly
added.
"It sounds even better in
German."
Such banter might be misleading if the massive weight
of the responsibilities he has
shouldered weren't so well
icnovm.
Kissinger runs the National
Security Council staff.
Kissinger was the organizer
of a massive and detailed effort that produced the negotiating plans for strategic
weapons talks with the Soviet
Union. He spent untold exhausting hours in three years
of fruitless secret talks with
the North Vietnamese.
He flew secretly to Peking
to arrange for the precedent
shattering visit of Mr. Nixon
to the Communist Chinese
capital in February, and he
laid the groundwork for the
subsequent presidential visit
to Moscow.
But Kissinger is perhaps
best known for his input into
the effort to extricate the
United States from Vietnam
without tearing the nation
apart at home or threatening
the validity of its commitments abroad.
For it is out of this perplexing issue, more than any
other, that his dose working
relationship wtth the President has evolved and made
him Mr. Nixon's closest confidant and adviser.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service Monday, December 18
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes Nine
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 1679 Est, 900
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
higher Sows steady to 50 cents
higher.
US 1-2200-230 s
-131.75-32.25
US 1-3 200-250
$31.00-31.75
US 2-4240-260
$30.25-31.00
US 3-4 260-280
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US 1-3350-650
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SAIGON (AP)- The United
The White House and the
halted all bombing, naval gunStates has resumed some mili- Pentagon in Washington de- fire and mining above the 20th
tary activities above the 20th clined to comment on the Hanoi
parallel on Oct. 22 to improve
Parallel of North Vietnam, in- broadcast concerning the min- the climate for the negotiations.
cluding the rernining of Hai- ing and rocket attacks.
The North Vietnamese also
phong harbor, in efforts to put
North Vietnam also an- charged that, on Sunday, many
pressure on Hanoi to sign a
U.S. planes and warships "savnounced that the Viet Cong
peace agreement, U.S. sources
would observe a unilateral agely bombarded" numerous
said today.
cease-fire of limited but un- population centers in the southNorth Vietnam said earlier
specified duration in South ern third of North Vietnam bethat U.S. planes had dropped
Vietnam for Christmas and low the 20th parallel. Hanoi
mines into the harbor at HaiNew Year's, as it has in past charged that the bombing killed
phong and strafed its suburbs
(ir wounded many: persons "and
years.
with rockets on Sunday.
But Hanoi again rejected the created heavy damage and deThe sources said U.S. planes
peace package proposed by struction."
apparently did fire sonic rockNorth Main claimed that
South Vietnam President Nguets or missiles at North Vietnayen Van Thieu, who called for it shot down two U.S. planes in
mese antiaircraft installations
an indefinite Christmas truce, Thanh Hos' Province just below
to protect the planes dropping
the release of American and the 20th parallel on Saturday. ft
mines.
North Vietnaniese prisoners of made no mention of the fliers.
The informants added that
The U.S. Command said it
war and direct negotiations bethey knew of no American
tween Saigon and the Conunu- had no plane losses to report.
planes being hit.
Field reports said a South
nists.
The sources said that bombLast year, the South Vietna- Vietnamese C123 twin-engine
ing of North Vietnam above the
mese observed 24-hour cease- transport crashed shortly after
20th Parallel has not been refire periods at Christmas and taking off today from Bien Hoa
sumed, but such a move is un- New Year's, and the Commu- Air Base, 15 miles northeast of
der consideration.
nists specified 72 hours each. Saigon, and the five crewmen
The 20th Parallel restriction,
As usual, there were scores of were killed.
which went into effect in OctoThe U.S. Comniand reported
violations.
ber as a gesture of good wills
-- --Renewal of the air war on that B52 bombers made 60
put Hanoi and Haiphong off Haiphong
and Hanoi in an at- strikes on both -sides- of the delimits to U.S. air attacks.
tempt to force North Vietnam militarized zone during the 24The U.S. Command said only
to accept U.S. peace terms had hour period ending at noon
that there are no American
been predicted after Henry A. Monday. Meanwhile, heavy
bombing operations being con- Kissinger's announcement Sat- fighting was reported for the
ducted above the 20th Parallel
urday that his negotiations with third day in Quang Tri Provas of now.
Hanoi's Le Duc Tho had broken ince, in the South Vietnamese
But on the question of the redown. President Nixon had side of the DMZ.
mining of Haiphong and the fising of rockets into the suburbs,
it refused comment.
There had been reports in
WASHINGTON t AP ) --- Pres- exploits behind them, the
Saigon that in view of the failure to conclude the agreement ident Nixon is sending Gen. Al- Apollo 17 astronauts performed
after nearly two months, Presi- exander Haig to Southeast Asia last-loinute packing and housedent Nixon might order a re- with a somber report of set- keeping chores today in prepasumption of military activity backs in the secret negotiations ration for their homecoming.
to end the war.
above the 20th Parallel.
Astronauts Eugene A. CerHaig, who left Sunday night nan, Harrison H. Schmitt and
and is due in Saigon Tuesday, Ranald E. Evans were right on
will go also to Cambodia, Laos course for a splashdown in the
and Thailand in his assignment South Pacific at 2:24 p.m. EST
"to bring the leaders of those Tuesday.
countries abreast of the status
In the last major exploit of
of the Paris negotiations."
the mission, Evans made a 44The White House announced iiiinute walk in deep space Sunthe mission of Haig, chief depu- day to retrieve the film cannisMrs. Time Bruck of Mayfield, ty to presidential adviser Henry ters from a part of the
ship
mother of J. Dnoald Brock, Jr., A. Kissinger, on Sunday followInch won't return to earth.
of Murray,died this morning at ing Kissinger's disclosure the
1:45 at the Westview Nursing previous day of a series of
Home, Murray.
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The
breakdowns in the Paris parShe was 66 years of age and kas
Nixon administration has
the widow of Herbert Brock.
drafted legislation to hold local
She resided at 612 Usher Street,
SAIGON (AP) - The United television stations accountable
Mayfield.
States has resumed scene mili- at license renewal time for the
Survivors are her son, J. tary activities above the 20th balance and taste of all netDonald Brock, Jr., and three Parallel of North Vietnam, in- work news and entertainment
grandchildren, Murray; one cluding the remining of Hai- programs they broadcast, a
sister, Mrs. Grace Guenther of phong harbor, in efforts to put White House official said today.
Paisley, Fla.; one brother, pressure on Hanoi to sign a
Clay T. Whitehead, director
Reed Claxon of Bradford, Ill
peace agreement, U.S. sources if the White
House Office of
said
today.
Funeral services will be held
Telcoin imunications
Policy,
North Vietnam said earlier disclosed the
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
action as he spoke
that
U.S.
dropped
planes
had
chapel if the Byrn Funeral
if bias and "ideological pluMayfield, with Rev. mines into the harbor at Hai- stela" in network news reportphong and strafed its suburbs ing.
Jerry Carr officiating.
Burial will be in the Highland with rockets sin Sunday.
North Vietnam also anPark Cemetery, Mayfield,
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
with the arrangements by the nounced that the Viet Cong
Electoral College, which was
would
observe
.
a
unilateral
Byrn Funeral Home where
cease-fire of limited but un- elected last Nov. 7 when most
friends may call.
specified duration in South people thought they were voting
Vietnam for Christi»as and for President Nixon, meets
New Year's, as it has in past today to re-elect him.
The 538 electors are to meet
years. But Hanoi again rejected
the peace package proposed by in their respective state capiSouth Vietnamese President tals and the District of Columbia to perform their conNguyen Van Thieu.
stitutional duty by formalls
casting ballots for president
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Funeral services for Gobel
and vice president.
1AP)
With
the
major
space
Scarbrough of 1305 Peggy Ann
Drive were held Sunday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home With
Bro. Roy Beasley, Jr., officiating.
Pallbearers were James Lee
Hannon, Robert Lassiter,
Grogan,
Bobby
Nobie
Carraway, Earlic Scarbrough,
and Riflah1 Orr.
Interment was in the Green
Plain Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Scarbrough, age 72, died
Friday at 6:30 pro. He was
stricken at home and rushed by
ambulance to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
where he was pronounced dead
on arrival; however he had
been in poor health for several
years.
The deceased was a retired
carpenter and was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar Church_
if Christ. lie was born June 14,
1900, in Calloway County and
was the son if the late George T.
Scarbrough and Elizabeth Jane
Oliver Scarbrough.
1301 Main
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
I
Carraway Scarbrough:
(Next Door to Dairy Queen)
elle daughter. Mrs. Darrell
(Hilda) Hargrove of Fareingten, Mich.; two sons, Doris
gift wrapped FREE
Scarbreugh of 1305 Peggy Ann
Bank Americard
Drive, Murray, and C. M.
Budds i Scarbrough of 1403
Jehnson Boulevard, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Dewey
Lucille) Grogan of Murray
JAg MIVW,AMag
Route Four: six grandchildren.
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